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FROM THE EDITOR

Embracing the Inevitable.
AS WE ALL KNOW CHANGE IS INEVITABLE. AND IT IS USUALLY DIFFICULT. THE
good news is whether you have been hit hard by the economy or recently experienced the loss of a family
member or even suffered heartbreak–God is available to mend the pieces and rebuild your life again. Even if you
haven’t had to face huge changes yet, there is always the worry of change. The “what-ifs” about the future can
curb your vivacity for the here and now.
It’s easy to feel overwhelmed by change, be lost in worry, and forget God’s love. But I want to encourage you to
see that God can change your negative into a positive, change you helplessness into hopefulness, and change your
sadness into delight. I constantly go back to what Jesus said, “Give your entire attention to what God is doing
right now, and don’t get worked up about what may or may not happen tomorrow.
God will help you deal with whatever hard things come up when the time comes.”
(Matthew 6:34, The Message)
This issue of New Identity Magazine is filled with articles that give real-life examples
of God’s ability to shape the changes that people thought would paralyze, bury and
destroy them. In “The Breakthrough of Heartbreak,” Nicholas Sowell talks about
losing two constants in his life that left him severely shaken. In the midst of his pain,
he found solace in being loved and cared for by the creator of the universe. In “Living
Beyond Paycheck to Paycheck,” Jena Campion talks about getting out of debt and
learning to have biblical wisdom with regard to finances. Skylar Cobb’s “Lessons from
Kolkata” article describes his travels to India where he planned to change the world
but ended up being changed by God instead.
Our fall issue is seasoned with stories about how we can embrace the change that
God makes available to all of us. I hope you will accept the change that comes your
way. Take hold of it with hope and confidence. Remember that even during the
darkest of times, God can and will make the most of any circumstance.

CAILIN BRIODY HENSON
Editor-in-Chief
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There are many Bible translations out there. Just a few are the
New International Version, The Message, and the New Living
Translation. You’ll see these referenced as NIV, NLT, The Message
etc. When we reference a Bible verse, such as John 3:16, ‘John’ is
the book in the Bible. There are 66 books total. 3 is the chapter in
the book and 16 is the verse in the chapter.
•Scripture quotations marked (NIV) are taken from the HOLY BIBLE,
NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®. NIV®. Copyright© 1973, 1978, 1984
by International Bible Society. Used by permission of Zondervan. All rights
reserved.
•Scripture quotations marked (The Message) are taken from The Message. Copyright 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 2000, 2001, 2002. Used by permission of NavPress Publishing Group.
•Scripture quotations marked (AMP) are taken from the Amplified Bible,
Copyright © 1954, 1958, 1962, 1964, 1965, 1987 by The Lockman Foundation. Used by permission.
•Scripture quotations marked (NLT) are taken from the Holy Bible, New
Living Translation, copyright © 1996. Used by permission of Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc., Wheaton, Illinois 60189. All rights reserved.
•Scripture quotations marked (NKJV) are taken from the New King
James Version®. Copyright © 1982 by Thomas Nelson, Inc. Used by permission. All rights reserved.
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NEWS, FUN FINDS
& OPPORTUNITIES

FOOD FOR LIFE

Tafari Anthony | Flickr (CC)

A BEAUTY COMPANY THAT MEANS IT
Their motto is “More Than a Product, More Than a
Pretty Bottle, More Than Just Natural.” They are Beauty
4 Ashes, a hair and skin care company based in Orlando,
Florida. Strongly rooted in the conviction that they are
doing God’s will by advocating health and well-being,
Beauty 4 Ashes’ mission is to create products that are
100% natural. All of their products are made with fresh
ingredients, distinguishing them from so many other
beauty companies, even the ones that manufacture
so-called natural products. They take a strong stance
against companies that say they produce natural
products but still use artificial colors and preservatives,
or use only small drops of natural ingredients just to get
the OK from federal agencies to market themselves as
organic companies. “It ceases to amaze us how many
CEOs, company shareholders, employees, and board
of directors are Christians, but [who are] comfortable
giving products labeled ‘natural’, yet filled of chemicals
and cancer-causing agents to fellow Christians, and those
who are not Christians, for the sake of doing their job,”
says the Beauty 4 Ashes production team. Committed to
high standards and integrity, Beauty 4 Ashes is a unique
company that’s making its mark on the beauty world. For
more information go to www.discoverb4a.com –Cailin
Henson
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Food for Life: Recipes and Stories about the Right to
Food is chocked full of recipes from around the world.
The book has accompanying stories that illustrate how
families grow, prepare, share, and fellowship around
food. “Food for Life” is a corresponding Lutheran World
Federation program with resources to help Christian
communities understand the biblical perspective to food
production, distribution, and consumption. In addition
to providing worship and sermon ideas to ministry
leaders, the program offers a guide for organizing a
hunger banquet, and suggestions for youth groups to
raise awareness about right to food and sustainability.
There are also blog and news articles that explore right
to food issues at www.elca.org. With vigor and passion,
Food for Life is helping to raise awareness about how
one of our most basic and simplest daily actions (i.e.
eating) affects the world around us.–Rachel Gooneratre
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CREDIT FOR GOOD
In this current economic climate, getting a credit card can feel
like you are about to take a huge leap off a mountain into
an abyss. However, it doesn’t have to feel that way because
you can make good investments with some credit cards. If
you have consulted with people whom you trust—parents,
accountants and financial advisers—and have decided that
you are ready for a credit card, then consider applying for a
card from a socially responsible company.
When you open a credit card account with a bank
or credit union, your fees—late fees, annual fees, balance
transfer fees—as well as the fees that the merchants pay,
provide a profit for the issuing institution. The bank, in turn,
puts that money to work in the form of loans to individuals
and businesses. Depending on the bank, your money can
support causes that help the environment or improve
financially-depleted communities. We found six worthy
credit unions and banks that would put your credit card
spending to great use.
Every time customers use their credit or debit
cards, Brighter Planet contributes to the Project Fund,
which supports projects that fight climate change. They
provide an easy-to-use web application for those interested
in supporting climate-sensitive energy projects. (www.
brighterplanet.com)
Permaculture Credit Union pools the financial
resources of people who believe in caring for the earth
and taking care of people. They are committed to making
investments that benefit the Earth and stay away from
investments that they consider promote “destructive
technologies,” “exploitative industries,” or “insensitive social
practices.” (www.pcuonline.org)
With Shorebank as their banking partner, ReDirect
Guide funds energy projects in Ghana, India and Turkey. As
an incentive, credit card customers get discounts from the
green businesses listed in their directory. The Redirect Guide
www.newidentitymagazine.com			

directory includes everything from restaurants to home and
garden expos. (www.redirectguide.com)
ShoreBank Pacific offers the Salmon Nation Visa Card
that supports “Salmon Nation” a bio-region stretching from
Alaska to Oregon where wild salmon live. Salmon Nation is
a growing community of citizens that practice environmental
stewardship with the goal to build a thriving existence for the
people and species who live in the geographical region of the
Pacific Coast of North America. (www.salmonnation.com)
Oregon’s Albina Community Bank is a locally-owned
and operated neighborhood bank that is committed to its
community. One percent of every Visa purchase goes to
Portland’s neighborhoods to fund projects related to education
and the arts, health, social services, the environment, and
economic development. (www.albinabank.com)
Self-Help, headquartered in North Carolina, works in
communities traditionally underserved by conventional financial
institutions. The organization provides mortgages and small
business loans to women, minorities, rural residents, and lowwealth families. It offers Classic and Platinum Visa credit cards
to members, and through online banking, anyone in the United
States can become an account holder and apply. (www.selfhelp.org)
These are just few of the credit unions and banks
in the United States that provide opportunities for people
to be socially responsible. So, before you sign up for your
new credit card, consider opening your account with one of
these institutions. It’s a great way to know for sure that your
spending is doing some good. –Rachel Gooneratre
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GIVE BACK

A Revolution of Serving

H

AVE YOU EVER NOTICED HOW WORLD

news generally tends to be depressing? We are fed
reports of chaos, disaster, corruption and greed almost
daily. Nonetheless, for the most part, we still go about
our lives driven by a desire to fulfill our own needs and achieve our
own goals.
There are moments however, when we manage to put
our own interests aside and do something that benefits someone
else. Serve the City, a non-profit organization in Brussels, Belgium,
gives us the opportunity to make those moments more frequent.
Since its launch in 2005, Serve the City has flourished in
fifty cities worldwide. Carlton Deal, founder of the organization,
says that one of the reasons he started Serve the City was to
create opportunities for Christians to follow the example of Jesus
in practical and tangible ways. Additionally, he wanted Serve the
City to be a meeting place for believers and non-believers who are
devoted to meeting local community needs.

by
Jen Mguni

A CITY FOR SERVING
Brussels, Belgium is in many ways an ideal location for
the headquarters of Serve the City. Geographically located in the
center of Europe and the de facto capital of the European Union,
Brussels is a dynamic city that is on the cutting edge of global policy
making.
In Brussels, Serve the City partners with a variety of
local organizations that provide services to asylum seekers, the
elderly, children, the disabled, victims of abuse and the homeless.
Carlton explains that one of the reasons that Serve the City works
with a number of pre-existing organizations is so that volunteers
can “support the people who are already doing good work in
Brussels”. In this way, Serve the City provides a resource boost to
organizations, enabling them to extend the scope of their impact.
True to its commitment to serving, Brussels hosts Focus
Days, where a different group is served each month. February 20,
2010 was a focus day for Asylum Seekers and a serving project
was carried out at Foyer Selah, a refugee centre in Brussels that is
run by the Salvation Army. The day started with a field trip to the
museum and then everyone headed back to Foyer Selah where
the volunteers pampered the ladies with beauty treatments and
entertained the children with craft activities.

EMPOWERING VOLUNTEERS
In addition to monthly focus days, Serve the City Brussels
organizes a number of Big Volunteer Days throughout the
year. On Big Volunteer Days, volunteer teams help with
8		 new identity magazine
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Mobilizing volunteers to show kindness in
practical ways to people in need.
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GIVE BACK

“As the ‘nameless’ people in society
get acknowledged, they too can find
their purpose and engage with their
own community”

EDUCATIONAL

many different projects at a variety of venues. In this way, the
organization can serve a range of needs and provide volunteers
with a choice of experiences that fit their skill-set and personalities.
Plaisirs de Servir, one of the Big Volunteer Days, took place during
the week of Christmas last year. More than one hundred volunteers
participated in eleven different projects around the city. Volunteers
baked cookies with children from low-income families, put together
Christmas hampers for the poor, made Christmas decorations
with refugees, and treated victims of abuse with haircuts, facials,
manicures and pedicures.
Serve the City volunteers often feel empowered and
many times someone who starts out as a volunteer goes on to
become a project leader or starts Serve the City in an entirely new
location. There are even times when refugees who had been served
in the past become volunteers themselves and serve at other
organizations. Carlton explained that “as the ‘nameless’ people
in society get acknowledged, they too can find their purpose and
engage with their own community.” This adds new dimension to the
concept of bringing hope to the hopeless.

ENTERTAINING

ENLIGHTENING

How You Can Help
Serve the City is growing and spreading out to new areas
all the time and there are a number of ways that individuals can get
involved in this serving revolution.

We Thank You For Your
Support.

1. Find out if Serve the City is already in a neighborhood near you
by going on their website www.servethecity.be and volunteer to
help out at a local event.

Please,

2. Take a friend with you to one of the larger cities where Serve the
City is already established and talk to the volunteers there to find
out how to start Serve the City in your city.
3. Organize a small group from your church or workplace to
participate in a Focus Day or Big Volunteer Day.

www.newidentitymagazine.com

4. Donate funds directly to Serve the City. If you would like to find
out more please contact info@servethecity.be.
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We appreciate your encouragement
and support for our mission and vision.
As a classified 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization under the Internal
Revenue Code, all
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Photos courtesy of Get On The Bus

The Wheels on the Bus
- and the Blessings - Go
‘Round and ‘Round
Get On The Bus helps incarcerated parents see and spend time with their loved ones.
by Kevin C. Neece
www.newidentitymagazine.com			
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PEOPLE

I

HAVE AN EIGHT-MONTH-OLD SON. HE’S MY

first, so I haven’t been a dad for long, but already it’s deep in
my bones. That boy is the most precious, most amazing, most
important person in the world to me. I hate spending a day or
even a few hours away from him. I know he grows and changes
every second I’m gone.
I cherish my time with my son, but I treasured it even more
when I learned about inmates in the California prison system who
never, ever get to see their kids. I learned that these moms and
dads, while “paying their debt to society,” are often unable to see
their children for five, ten, even twenty years. They are incarcerated
hundreds of miles from home and often their families simply cannot
afford the trip to visit them.
I thought about what it would be like to be away from my
son for that long. I can’t imagine not seeing him for, say, a month–let
alone a year. To think that I wouldn’t see my little guy who’s now
not even crawling and just cutting his first few teeth until he was
walking and talking, eating steak or riding a bike is something I
simply could not bear. Were I in such a situation, the inability to see

California in part to “get away from everything that was happening
back home and...get my fresh start out here.” Then, while looking
for a faith community in the area, she heard about children who
were in a far worse situation than her own.
In the summer of 2005, shortly after the move, Maria
attended a talk given by Sister Suzanne Jabro, CSJ, at All
Saints’ Episcopal Church in Beverly Hills. She was struck by this
“fashionable” and “very outspoken” nun – nothing like the formal,
habit-wearing nuns she was used to. At the time, Get On The
Bus was in its infancy and was a Mother’s Day event focused
only on women’s prisons. It was while she was watching a video
presentation about the program that Maria’s eyes were opened.
“I saw all of these very young children who clearly needed
their mothers, and it was probably one of the most effective but
also most painful things that I’ve had to watch.” As the events of
the day unfolded in the video, the process was gut-wrenching. “The
reunions are really powerful...and many of the kids had not seen
their parents in ten years.” Maria watched as the children ran and
played with their mothers, shared a meal together, and then had

“There are two things we have to look forward to in prison,
getting out and Get On The Bus.”

my son for such a long time would eat at my soul. Were I a child
and separated from my mom or dad that long, I would be serving
a sentence myself–one that I could not understand and would not
deserve.
At the Center for Restorative Justice, though, good people
are working to lessen the severity of that sentence. Through a
program called Get On The Bus, once a year, children have the
opportunity to visit their parents in prison. On Mother’s Day, the
group organizes bus trips to California women’s prisons, and again
on Father’s Day to men’s prisons located throughout Southern
California. These bus trips allow hundreds of children every year the
opportunity to see, hug, play, and reconnect with moms and dads
they desperately love, need and miss. I, for one, can think of few
greater gifts that could be given.
“There are two things we have to look forward to in
prison,” one incarcerated dad said earlier this year, “getting out and
Get On The Bus.” So the story was related to me by Maria Palmer,
program director of Get On The Bus for the past two years. She is
someone who knows that man was not exaggerating. Having seen
the power of these reunions first hand, Maria has more stories to
tell than I have room here to recount.
It was the incarceration of Maria’s own father that began
her journey toward becoming involved with Get On The Bus. With
her father in federal prison after his involvement in an extensive
federal investigation, her family was going through “a very turbulent
time.” So, Maria and her husband moved from the East Coast to
12		 new identity magazine

		

to say goodbye. “It was probably about that point that I realized
that what I had to go through for the last three or four years with
my dad...was nothing like what these kids have to endure on a
daily basis.” After the presentation, Maria approached Sr. Suzanne,
explained her situation and said, “I want to help.”
That December, after not hearing from Sr. Suzanne
for some six months, Maria decided to send her an e-mail. The
response was immediate. Sr. Suzanne had lost Maria’s contact
information and was greatly relieved. “I’ve been searching for
you for six months,” she wrote, “Come to my office on Monday!”
Starting out as a speaker and fund-raiser, Maria eventually made
the transition to regional coordinator and then to program director.
“I love the organization,” she says. It’s time consuming, it’s stressful
and I don’t get much sleep. But the amount that it feeds you–it’s all
worth it.”
Get On The Bus began eleven years ago when Sr. Suzanne
decided to act on Jesus’ words in Matthew 25, the parable of the
sheep and the goats. The parable includes an admonition to visit
those in prison in the same way that we might visit Jesus, were
he imprisoned himself. So, Sr. Suzanne decided to do just that.
However, when she brought some members of her faith community
to visit women in a California prison, she soon discovered that
sometimes living the heart of the Scriptures means going a step
beyond the words.
While visiting the inmates, she learned that the women
appreciated the gesture but wondered why they should want to

Fall 2010			
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be visited by strangers when they never saw their own children.
As Sr. Suzanne inquired further, she found that each of the women
she was visiting had not seen their children in between four and
nine years. Later that year, moved to action by her experience, Sr.
Suzanne organized her
first bus, which went to
Valley State Prison for
Women and included nine
families and seventeen
children.
“This year,”
Maria recounts, “we had
seventy buses, seven
prisons, Mother’s Day and
Father’s Day, and we had
a little over 1,100 children
on our buses.” And those
are just the
minors. Including
adult sons and
daughters of
inmates, Maria
estimates
about 1,300
were involved.
Between
Mother’s Day
and Father’s
Day, 595 inmates
got to see their
children–many
for the first time
in years. Among
those, one family
stood out.

a letter to the organization, “That does not begin to convey our
gratitude and appreciation for the Get On The Bus program.” He
continues, undoubtedly expressing the feelings of so many families
who have been reunited by the program, “The blanket of kindness,
hospitality and security you
provided not only helped
make our visit possible, but
much more memorable.
May everyone’s generosity
and sacrifices be rewarded
beyond the many lives they
have enriched. God bless you
all abundantly.”
Though she is stepping
down as the program’s
director because she is
moving back to the East
Coast, Maria will
remain involved with
the organization
on a full time basis
because she is
indeed blessed by
her work with Get
On The Bus. “I don’t
like just sitting in the
pews,” she says, “I
like to be out there
doing the good
work and helping
the people that
need help. That’s
how I see my own
faith emerging.”
If you’d like
to help Get On The
Normally, an
Bus, there are plenty
application to
of opportunities.
Capturing the moment: Maria (left) with Gregory and Jenisse (top and center).
the program is
The organization
about one page.
works year-round
“This application,”
to organize its bus
Maria says, “was like a college admissions packet.” It told the story
trips and needs volunteers to help run buses, provide teddy bears
of Gregory, a California inmate who had a thirty-year-old daughter
and other supplies, and contribute financial donations of any size.
named Jenisse, whom he had never met and had been searching for
You can find out more information by visiting their website at www.
since she was a baby. In 2009, though, Gregory’s brother had found
getonthebus.us or through Maria’s blog, runningtogetonthebus.
her on Facebook. She had also been searching for her father. The
blogspot.com.
two had been exchanging letters since October, 2009, and Gregory
wanted their first meeting to be through Get On The Bus.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
So, on June 19 of this year, Father’s Day, as hundreds of
Kevin C. Neece is a freelance writer, editor and voice actor in Fort
children were reunited with their incarcerated parents, Gregory and
Worth, Texas, where he lives with his wife and son. He serves as
an adjunct professor of Fine Arts and Developing a Christian Mind
Jenisse met for the first time in thirty years. “It was like looking at
at Dallas Baptist University, and is also a writer and speaker on
two people who had just fallen in love,” Maria recalls, “He could not
popular culture and Jesus films, as well on devotional topics and
stop hugging her and she could not stop smiling.”
the Christian life. To learn more about Kevin’s work or for hiring
and booking information, please visit www.kevincneece.com.
“Thank you, thank you, thank you,” Gregory wrote in

“I love the organization,” says Maria Palmer.
“It’s time consuming, it’s stressful and I don’t
get much sleep. But the amount that it feeds
you – it’s all worth it.”
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RELATIONSHIPS

The Breakthrough of He
A story of love and loss and ultimately finding purpose in all things through God.
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I

T WAS A SUNNY SUNDAY MORNING AS I

strolled into a church service with my grandparents and
promptly took my place in the back of the church where all
of the youth sat. During my conversation with my best friend
Neeraj, I looked up, and in cliché fashion: I saw her. She wore an
aqua/turquoise colored dress and had the most beautiful brown
long hair. I asked Neeraj and the rest of the youth who she was,
but no one had a clue. As we began to leave for the youth lesson, I
noticed her dad nudge her to go with us. She was coming to youth
group with us!
We walked into the youth room. I took my usual place on
the couch and witnessed this angel on earth gracefully float into
the room as if a chariot of clouds carried by cherubim had just
escorted her. This brown-eyed wonder had my usual extroverted
self all askew and flustered. She was heaven on earth! I was able to
get out a “hi” through a sheepish grin and red cheeks. It was love
at first sight. I soon learned she was visiting her father all summer,
and this day, this glorious day….was just the beginning. I was in 7th
grade when we met. Words could not describe the feelings I had for
the first time in my life.
I learned that her name was
Aryl, and through the usual childish
“One might doubt the intensity of
maneuvers, I had my best friend
young love, but I know without a
talk to her to see if she liked me.
doubt how I felt for her.”
Unfortunately, it took me all summer
to get my friend to do this. By the time
he had, she was on her way back to
Florida. I finally heard from my friend that she was interested in
me. NO WAY! This was awesome but horrible. She liked me, but
she was gone. There was hope however, because I had an email
address. The next day I wrote and then waited…nothing. I must
have written at least three or four times without response. I soon
gave up and thought she didn’t want to talk to me.
Nine months later it was summer again. By this time we
had a new youth pastor who knew nothing of the intoxicating love
glances I had shared with Aryl. I was playing basketball with the
boys in the parking lot when my youth pastor pulled up in the car
with none other than my angel. Again my heart reset, skipped a
beat, and thumped my chest a thousand times harder. It was like
everything slipped into slow motion as I watched her get out of the
car, turn around, look directly at me, and smile. I soon found out
that I had the wrong e-mail address and that she had been looking
forward to hearing from me.
This changed everything.
In the days to come, I would ask her out on a date. I
remember our first date was a group date with friends. We went
to see Doctor Dolittle, and I sat right next to her. During the
right of passage every young couple goes through, my hand was
shaking, looking to grab hers inches away on the armrest. “Go for
by Nicholas Sowell
it Nick. You can do it. Hold her hand.” It took about 100 of those
self-encouragements before I did, but when I did…it was a divine
encounter. Life became perfect, I think I saw stars and birds sang
while the heavens opened up and God winked at me.

eartbreak
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We dated the rest of the summer, but things were much
different. I had never experienced love for anyone like this. When
I wasn’t with her, she was all I thought about. When I was with
her, everything else dimmed out. We kept in touch over the phone
and began talking regularly. She started visiting her dad every
Christmas, Spring Break, and Summer so that we never went
longer than three months without seeing each other. What started
in 7th grade and bloomed in 8th grade, only continued to grow
and flourish as the years went by. We stayed strong. We stayed
together. And we stayed in love. One might doubt the intensity
of young love, but I know without a doubt how I felt for her. We
stayed together all of our high school years. We had been together
for five years. Her parents flew her out for my senior prom and it
was one of the most magical nights I’ve ever had.
The summer before my freshman year of college,
everything changed. I thought she would follow me to college,
always want to be together, and live happily ever after. She had
other plans. With a full scholarship waiting in Florida, she had no
desire whatsoever of wanting to be in Oklahoma with me. And just
like that, it ended. I was devastated. And though I was a Christian
and knew the Lord intimately, I felt incomplete and empty. I went to
college alone steeped in anger and sadness.
Instead of allowing
God to fill the emptiness in my
heart, I looked for new girls and
sought attention and praise
from others. Because I had my
sights set on new relationships,
I lied and told myself I was over
Aryl. In actuality, I was broken
and trying to fix it myself. I tried
to cover my pain and ended
up sucking attention out of
others and betraying their good
intentions and real feelings for
me. My heart remained broken.
It was during this time
that I met Ryan, a charismatic
go-getter who everyone adored and thought was Mr. Cool. We
instantly bonded and became close. Some friends annoy you after
a day together, but Ryan and I were solid and would spend days
hanging out and talking about life. We found a church together and
promised we’d hold each other accountable as brothers in Christ.
We also decided to join a Christian fraternity. Ryan helped me with
some of the brokenness. He was a great example of someone
who was always giving glory to God and praising Him regardless
of the situation. It was shortly after we’d been initiated into our
fraternity that I hadn’t seen Ryan for a few days, which was rare
for us because we were always together. I remembered that during
our initiation week he was constantly sleeping and complaining of
headaches. Two days later I received a call from his mom, telling me
he was in the hospital and had a brain tumor. Even though I had
faith he would make it out, and everyone I knew was praying for
him, Ryan didn’t make it.

I could not believe that a loving God could have taken
someone I needed, someone who never failed to give credit to Him,
or someone who had the prayers and support of so many people.
Furious and angry, I walked away from God. I walked
away from church, religion, prayer, the Bible…everything. That
began the darkest season of my life. I had no answers because I
was trying to cope on my own. My heart was beyond broken and I
felt the full effects of the empty space that God used to fill. I delved
into the world, seeking to fill my heart with other things to make
me happy. However, no matter how hard I tried to find something
that worked, nothing did. It was after I had grown tired from my
relentless pursuit that I realized the only time in my life I had pure
joy was when I was closest to the Lord.
One day, still angry and without answers, I lifted up a
prayer to God. It started out small, and with each day grew, until
one day I opened a Bible. I asked God for closure and answers,
wanting nothing more in my heart. Shortly after, I read Isaiah 57:1,
“The righteous perish, and no one ponders it in his heart; devout
men are taken away, and no one understands that the righteous
are taken away to be spared from evil.” I felt that God was showing
me his purpose for what happened; He was giving me the answers I
sought after. I finally understood that many times I may not be able
to see what’s going on, but He has
a purpose.
I had planned to be with my
first love forever, but when I read
Proverbs 16:9, “In his heart a man
plans his course, but the Lord
directs his steps” it clicked that it
wasn’t God’s plan for me, He had
better. In my sadness of losing my
best friend, God showed me He
had Ryan in His grip, in a better
place than I could ever imagine.
Through the seasons of heartbreak
in my life, I’ve realized I can never
be healed on my own. None of
us can. And many times it’s the
bad times that we can feel God closest to us, for in the midst of
heartbreak, God can fill us with His presence and remove the hurt
and brokenness. There is no situation God cannot embrace us in.
In life’s trials, we can run to him and make it through anything. I’m
living proof of what the Bible says—when we cry out to God, He
hears us and listens;
“He will call upon me, and I will answer him; I
www.newidentitymagazine.com
will be with him in trouble, I will deliver him and honor him.” (Psalm
91:15, NIV)

“Through the seasons of heartbreak
in my life, I’ve realized I can never be
healed on my own.”
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DISCOVERING GOD

A Thirty-Day Search Party

B

EFORE I EVEN STARTED THIS WRITING

assignment, I knew that in the last couple of years, I felt
like a part of me faded away. Like I had been “off” for
half a decade and had become a lesser version of what
I once was. It’s difficult to explain since most of you reading this
article never knew me before. But I once felt like God had great
plans for me. It wasn’t out of a misguided belief in my own
greatness—I felt completely open to God’s plan and whatever
special design he had for me. There was a power, a quiet
confidence, honesty, and clarity that came with trust in God. I
lived humbled and grateful, and regardless of the events in my
life, there was a certain amount of joy that remained the same
no matter what life threw at me. But somehow, that part of
me was lost, and a search party for what happened unwittingly
occurred during my 30 day writing assignment.
The assignment was a simple concept. Others have
made similar efforts and documented it. A.J. Jacobs wrote
about his experience in The Year of Living Biblically: One Man’s
Humble Quest to Follow the Bible as Literally as Possible. Ed
Dobson tried something similar as well and wrote The Year of
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by M. Ramoran

Living like Jesus. My assignment was not as lengthy—30 days
not a year. And all I had to do was to zone in on one particular
sermon, Jesus’ famous Sermon on the Mount. I was to
conscientiously live by all that Jesus Christ taught in this fateful
sermon and document it for 30 days.
Simple concept. Thirty days. Go.
Technically, this is a part of what we sign up for when
we decide to follow God. I mean, isn’t following what Jesus
taught one of the main aspects of being Christian? But this
assignment scared me. Maybe it was the accountability portion.
It’s one thing when you make a personal choice to follow
Jesus’ teachings, but somehow there’s a heightened pressure
to perform correctly when you’re being held accountable by
a lot more people. It’s funny how much we are spurred to not
disappoint strangers publicly, but aren’t quite as motivated to
not disappoint God privately. On the whole, I considered myself
an okay person: I did my best to respect others, I was very
involved at my church, I took time to speak to God and read
the Bible. I shared what I knew about God with others, and I
did what I could to help others. What did I need to hide?
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A heartfelt look at living Jesus’ Sermon On The Mount.

DISCOVERING GOD
The Sermon itself is really a diverse mix of wisdom and
lessons, covering everything from divorce to caring for the less
fortunate to prayer. I tried to imagine myself calmly sitting on the
mountain listening to Jesus, but honestly, I felt myself getting mental
whiplash from all the different points he hit. I actually had to make
a list, giving me a sort of reference guide of all that I needed to
remember to live out—until it was really imbedded in me. And, as
if to give a final swift kick to solidify my commitment, the end of the
sermon struck me. Matthew 7: 24-27 says:
Therefore everyone who hears these words of mine and puts them
into practice is like a wise man who built his house on the rock. The
rain came down, the streams rose, and the winds blew and beat
against that house; yet it did not fall, because it had its foundation
on the rock. But everyone who hears these words of mine and does
not put them into practice is like a foolish man who built his house
on sand. The rain came down, the streams rose, and the winds blew
and beat against that house, and
it fell with a great crash.

really hurt, I would try to put my feelings aside and understand
where others were coming from. I was willing to turn the other
cheek (Matthew 5:39), fighting my battles with kindness instead of
giving hits. As painful as it was for me to think about the situation,
I often spent a lot of time praying for all parties involved—even
when it ripped me to do so—for “If you love those who love you,
what reward will you get?” (Matt 5:46). I wanted to be more like
Christ—to love like he did—and I thought, what better way than
to love and pray for those who dislike me. But I think the thing to
remember about loving like God: God loves under the worst of
conditions without expecting love in return. I think that’s where
my disappointment stemmed. I wrongfully expected, at the end of
the day, that things would get better. After years of trying and still
losing my best friend, I grew weary of loving like God. And I don’t
think I ever fully recovered from that disappointment.
From that broken relationship, I’ve kept my relationship
with the truth, myself, others and God at a distance. The
commitment of caring had
become directly linked
to a phobia of loss and
disappointment, and I’ve
become a lesser version of
myself because of it. I had
a sense that I was broken
before—I just didn’t know how
badly until I took the time to see.
But in keeping with my commitment to the assignment,
and more importantly, mending this brokenness with God in mind, I
knew I had to move beyond this truth and do more. Matthew 5:1315 says:

“After years of trying and
still losing my best friend, I grew weary of
loving like God.”

Needless to say, I took
the hint and committed to the
assignment.
I thought the impact
of doing this assignment would
hit me gradually along the way. But no, that was definitely not
the case. Immediately, the cracks of my character, my faith, and
my foundation became incredibly and painstakingly visible. Since I
was training myself to become acutely aware of my thoughts and
actions, every angry, greedy or prideful thought was magnified.
Anything I sealed with my “Yes” or “No” I had to remind myself to
keep with consistency (Matt 5:37). Once I settled down to discipline
myself to really follow the sermon’s lessons while reflecting on my
life, I realized something—it’s been a very long time since I’d taken
a good hard look at myself. Mostly because a) I didn’t really like
the person I had become b) I didn’t really want to revisit how I had
become this person and c) I didn’t want honesty, I just wanted things
to stop being difficult. The truth of the 30 day assignment spilled out
half-way through the first week: I had become an incredible liar at
my core and it all started with a very painful heartbreak.
The break-up was a long time ago, years in fact, which is
probably why there is a little more than a sting coming from feeling
pathetic about it. But that seems to come with the territory of
facing awful truths. I’m not one who really gives my heart easily, nor
do I trust easily for that matter. But there was one person who was
able to break through all of that for me—first as my best friend,
then as my significant other, and even more so when we broke up
and remained friends. So when things started to go bad for our
friendship due to a strain between myself and the new significant
other, I thought things would be rough, but I believed we would
make it through.
For three years, we definitely tried. Oddly, while grappling
through those three years—I remember also trying to live out the
teachings in Matthew 5-7. When I felt like I was being slighted and
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how
can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, except
to be thrown out and trampled by men. You are the light of the
world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a
lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and
gives light to everyone in the house.
Thirty days for me, and I suspect for anyone, is not a
sufficient amount of time to perfect living God’s teachings. I think
it takes thoughtful time for those teachings to really be massaged
into a person’s character. But it is enough to start brightening
the lights in this dim world. It’s funny how the Bible is constant and
ever-changing at the same time; the same words can change in its
relevance and revelation depending on the different points in time
in our life. While living out God’s word does take commitment, it
should not replace asking for God’s help to live out the teachings
to the best of our ability. It is in the merit of trying and willing to be
honest, even when it hurts, are we able to grow. Just as the end of
the sermon gave me gusto to move forward with the assignment,
it is in the beginning of the sermon that continues to help me cope
with the revelations from the assignment, “Blessed are the poor in
spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.” (Matt 5:3)
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CHURCH

Seven Reasons To Be A Part Of A Church
(as suggested by Bishop Walker III)

GOING TO CHURCH
is an act of obedience,
is an expression of our love for God,
builds us up spiritually,
brings a special visitation of the Lord’s presence,
provides fellowship for us,
provides accountability to spiritual leadership, and
combines our spiritual strength in prayer.
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F

OR MANY CHRISTIANS CHURCH IS AN

optional event that comes around every Sunday. Some say,
“Well church isn’t for me, I haven’t found a church where
I’m comfortable, I’ve been turned off from church because
of cattiness in the ministries, they’re always asking for money, our
beliefs don’t line up, after a long week I just want to sleep in and
relax, and I pray at home all the time, isn’t that good enough?” For
many Christians and non-Christians alike, the reason for church or
the purpose of church has been lost. Perhaps you were dragged
unwittingly to church as a child, or had to sit through a Mass that
you didn’t understand. These are all valid reasons to dislike church.
But God’s church is bigger than that, better than that and should be
more fulfilling than that.

WHAT IS CHURCH?
What you may not know is that church really isn’t an
event, it’s a relationship: a relationship with people. Church is not a
building, but a community; fellowship with other believers. A church
building is just where people meet. Fortunately for us, where there
are people, God will be also. In Matthew 18:20 it says,” For where
two or three come together in my name, there am I with them.”
Church is community of the divine kind.
God’s house is the church (Psalm 27:4). It is where He
hangs out, where He relaxes and kicks His feet up, where He
abides Monday through Sunday. God is a homebody. If you are ever
praying and are unsure if God hears you, go to His church where
you know He always is and you will be sure that your prayers are
heard.
This family-oriented community is how the first church
began. The Early Christians would meet together in one another’s
homes, have dinner, pray, and sing. In Acts 2:42-47 it says:
They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to
the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone
was filled with awe, and many wonders and miraculous signs were
done by the apostles. All the believers were together and had
everything in common. Selling their possessions and goods, they
gave to anyone as he had need. Every day they continued to meet
together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes
and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising God and
enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their
number daily those who were being saved.
At my church home in Los Angeles, I feel that community.
I am part of a family. I have a certain section where I always sit. My
brother and I come to church and greet those around us, all familiar
faces with hugs and kisses. They ask how we have been and we ask
the same of them. And if we’ve had a hard week, or something has

Church-less Christianity
Why church is not really about getting our needs met, but about
loving God and loving others, and why you should be there.
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been weighing us down, we can speak freely and know that we will
be supported by the people we love in our community. There’s a
connection between those of us who have spent time together and
gotten to know each other week after week, something that I find
myself missing in between gatherings.
Bishop Joseph W. Walker III of Mt. Zion Baptist Church
in Nashville, TN sites Psalm 133 as encouragement for church
attendance, saying that “people struggle with going to church
because they don’t understand what going to church does for
them.” He adds that “we must stop acting like we can do it on our
own.” David could not wait to dwell in the house of Lord so much
so that he cried out to be closer to God and found that this was
how (Psalm 27:4). The Bible tells us that as believers in the body of
Christ we should come together and encourage each other: “Let us
not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but
let us encourage one another--and all the more as you see the Day
approaching.”(Hebrews 10:25). We are part of a church to bless
others, love God and give back to our community. As a Christian
there is an amazing feeling that comes when you are surrounded
by others who believe just as you do, it’s almost like a sigh of relief.
Guards can come down, and hands can go up in praise of the life
and unity that only God is capable of creating.

IMPERFECT PEOPLE
For those of you who’ve had a bad experience with
church, you are not alone. Unfortunately, things happen in churches
that are not pleasant. People can start to condemn others when
really they should be looking at themselves, or the church priority
can shift from loving people to simply doing good deeds and
gathering resources, to name a few. People are imperfect and
as the church is made up of people, we have to expect some
imperfectness. This does not excuse sinful behavior, but we should
not forget that we are to honor God and we do that by loving
one another. When rumors flood the church and cattiness seeps
through the ministries, we must remember that we are to live for
God and have grace with others.
Theresa B., 28, from Gardena, California who does not
attend church regularly, writes that her grandma was furious when
many people in her parish “gossiped cruelly about a woman we
knew who got pregnant out of marriage and refused to marry
the father.” Sometimes this happens in churches, people tend to
flex their beliefs upon others and condemn them when really they
should be looking at themselves to see how their behavior is either
building up God in the view of others or distancing Him from the
view of others. Remember that judgment is God’s. There is nothing
that pleases God more than when we are unified, when we are
connected. “The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts;
and though all its parts are many, they form one body. So it is with
Christ.” (1 Corinthians 12: 12). We need each other to lean on, grow
with, speak faith filled words, practice forgiveness, learn how to love
new identity magazine

		

TITHING
Tithing (giving 10% of one’s income) often seems to turn
churchgoers off from attending church regularly. It’s no surprise
that when we’re asked to part with our finances, our defenses go
up, but as the Bible states, “each person should give what they have
decided in their heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion,
for God loves a cheerful giver.” (2 Corinthians 9:7). One of my
heart’s desires is to give 10% to God all the time, but God knows
when I can give and when I cannot. So don’t worry about what
others think you are or aren’t giving. Do not let not being able to
give discourage you from faithfully attending church. Please God
with what’s in your heart. Similarly, do not let the manner in which a
church asks for money make you stop attending church altogether.
If there is confusion about tithing or if you feel the church leaders
are pushy with the offering plate, talk to the pastors. Let them
know how you feel. Misperceptions have often damaged the true
purpose of tithing, which is to love and honor God. Remember,
giving should be a delight and not drudgery.

LEADERSHIP

SOME DIFFICULTIES &
DEBUNKING OF CHURCH
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freely, and God’s church fosters such an environment.

For those who’ve seen a poor example of church
leadership, either in a personal context, with a rift in your
community through a disagreement, a fall to a sin, or simply the
news of pedophile priests now make you cautious to trust any
authority figure in the church–we must remember that just as we
are all imperfect and need forgiveness from God, so do they. If a
leader has tainted your ideal of a church community in the past,
don’t let it stop you from belonging to a church community. Church
leaders play in important role in your growth as a Christian.
God has prepared leaders, priests, pastors, bishops, and
evangelists to preach the gospel, interpret its meaning, and help
believers become more empowered readers of the Bible themselves.
“For the lips of a priest ought to preserve knowledge, and from his
mouth men should seek instruction--because he is the messenger of
the Lord Almighty.” (Malachi 2:7).
S.T., a Christian who was active in his hometown church in
high school, but hasn’t quite found the right fit in his new city, says,
“When you attend church, you learn new things about your faith
and God that you can’t discover on your own.”
Many of us read the Bible and often misinterpret the scriptures. It’s
easy to do. Without the proper knowledge of language, culture,
context and history, it’s easy to miss things and take God’s words
to mean something different entirely. That’s where church leaders
come in. They usually are far more versed in Biblical matters and
help to shed new light into scripture that was convoluted before.
Churches around the world have weekly bible studies to examine
specific texts and discuss them with peers and qualified leaders.
One of the best feelings I have in church is when I’m sitting in the
pew and the words coming out of the preacher’s mouth are just for
me, speaking fully to the situation that I went through that week, or
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encouraging me to keep my head above water and reminding me
that God’s hand is forever outstretched in love towards me. God
uses the leaders of the church to deliver words of hope straight
from His mouth to our ears. Psalm 119: 105 reads, “Your word is a
lamp to my feet and a light for my path.”

4 Things To Consider When
Choosing a Local Church
by Sean and Sandra Estill
(Reprinted from Winter 2008/09)

EXHUASTION & THE INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
I enjoy a day off just as much as the next person, but
committing to going to church helps us grow in our faith. When
we become more embedded in God’s word and grounded in His
church “then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by
the waves, and blown here and there by every wind of teaching and
by the cunning and craftiness of men in their deceitful scheming”
Ephesians 4:14. Our minds will be strong, our vision on the straight
and narrow, and our spirits will not be broken. Perhaps you were
going to church, but felt like you weren’t getting much out of it,
so you stopped. It’s good to remember that it’s often through
perseverance that God works in us. Having a commitment and
keeping it. Pushing through and faithfully relying on Him to make
a change or help us change. Being committed to a church even
when some messages feel stale, and others hit right at home is a
testimony to being patient and letting God work in His timing.
Additionally, without weekly (sometimes bi-weekly) church
attendance, one is liable to encounter a disconnected feeling from
the body of Christ, biblical misinterpretations, and ill preparation for
the week ahead.
Bishop Walker III outlines seven reasons why we should
go to church: going to church is an act of obedience, an expression
of our love for God, it builds us up spiritually, and brings a special
visitation of the Lord’s presence, provides fellowship for us, provides
accountability to spiritual leadership, and combines our spiritual
strength in prayer.
All these things happen by being present and available–and
being in community.
Church, in the true sense of the word, is meant to fill us,
restore us, and remind us that we are not the center of the universe.
It’s where we can enjoy being in God’s presence, pray for each
other, listen to each other and love God together. When we stay
away from church, our faith starts to dwindle. The connection we
have with God and His people begins to weaken. S.T. reminds us
that “it’s easier to forget about your faith, and about living in a
morally structured manner, when regular church-going is not a part
of your life.” I’m certain that God loves it when we meet together—
He is overjoyed that we are not only with Him, but also with each
other.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
With an intense love of and for the Lord (which didn’t manifest
itself in her until her early 20’s), Kelli wants to share her
experiences in being a Christian with the world in a down-home,
direct way. As an aspiring screenwriter living in Los Angeles with
an M.F.A. from USC, Kelli has also most recently decided to devote
her writing talent to educating the masses about the Christian
walk.
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Teaching the Bible, God’s Word—
Not Someone Else’s
2 Timothy 4:3 (NIV) “For the time will come when
men will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to
suit their own desires, they will gather around them
a great number of teachers to say what their itching
ears want to hear.”
Essential to the function of a church is its exhortation
from and study of God’s word, the Bible. Going to a
church that preaches its soapbox will detract from
God’s message and ultimately His glory. Also, be
careful of the church that consistently uses scripture
out of context to make its point.

Evangelism, Spreading the Gospel,
Missionary Work, Mercy
Matthew 28:18-20 (NIV) “Then Jesus came to them
and said, ‘All authority in heaven and on earth
has been given to me. Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
and teaching them to obey everything I have
commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to
the very end of the age.’”
The primary means by which the salvation and glory
of Jesus find their way into broken and needy hearts
is through evangelism. While the complete work of
salvation in an individual’s heart is done by the Holy
Spirit, the church should be intentional in its work
of sharing Jesus Christ and making His life and love
known.

Small Groups, Life Groups,
Connecting, Community
Acts 2:42 (NIV) “They devoted themselves to the
apostles’ teaching and to the fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer.”
Hebrews 10:24-25 (NIV) “And let us consider how
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we may spur one another on toward love and good
deeds. Let us not give up meeting together, as
some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage
one another—and all the more as you see the Day
approaching.”
The church that meets weekly all together in one
place but does not meet in smaller groups throughout
the week misses out on building deep community.
While the unified, large-group setting has its place, the
smaller, more personal meetings often offer additional
opportunities for personal growth and fulfillment. It is
there that the things of life are experienced together.
Look for the basics of the church to be alive in smaller
gatherings as well: worship, instruction, fellowship, and
evangelism.

Prayer and Worship
James 5:16 (NIV) “Therefore confess your sins to each
other and pray for each other so that you may be
healed. The prayer of a righteous man is powerful and
effective.”
John 4:23-24 (NIV) “Yet a time is coming and has now
come when the true worshipers will worship the Father
in spirit and truth, for they are the kind of worshipers
the Father seeks. God is spirit, and his worshipers must
worship in spirit and in truth.”
Find a church that prays and worships God: Father,
Son and Holy Spirit. In a fundamental sense, we exist
for the glory, honor, and pleasure of God. In prayer,
we talk with God and find out what he is doing in and
around us; in worship, we focus our attention on the
Lord, doing what he has asked us to do. Be sure that
the church is engaged in these practices.
Remember that no church is perfect, and even if there
were a perfect church, it would be imperfect just as
soon as you stepped in the door. So, don’t forget to
exercise grace and understanding when checking out
a church.

Purpose of the Church (from Systematic Theology: An
Introduction to Biblical Doctrine
by Wayne Grudem)
Ministry to God - Worship
Ministry to Believers - Nurture
Ministry to World - Evangelism and Mercy
Keeping The Above Purposes In Balance
Photo by qute | Stock.xchng
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Living Beyond
Paycheck To
Paycheck
Secrets of a debt survivor and helpful tips
to find your way out of financial stress.
by Jena Campion
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HAT DOES HAVING A BABY, BUYING A

house, going to college, and impulsive spending sprees
at the mall all have in common? These are all things
that can get us into debt. CNN Money.com reports
that the average American household with at least
one credit card has nearly $10,700 in credit card debt.
Personally, I just got out of my credit card debt two years
ago. I owed $2000 and through a miracle from God, I paid off
my debt. In my own financial journey, I realized I made some fatal
money management errors. Now knowing what to do and why I
should do it, my financial woes can be prevented in the future. While
these are simplified steps to an often complicated problem, as a
debt survivor, I want to share these three steps of debt recovery
that I found helpful.

Ready
The first step to financial recovery is the hardest. It’s the
realization that you are in financial trouble. Denial is your enemy. I
realized that I was in financial trouble when it became hard to pay
off the minimum payments on my credit card. I finally admitted to
myself that I needed to
change my spending and
saving habits.

Set

“My big unnecessary spending
habit was buying a cup of coffee
and pastry at my favorite coffee
house every morning.”

The second step
is to commit to personal
empowerment. Sometimes
we can find ourselves in a
situation that is not under
our control, like job loss.
But we still have a choice
of how to respond to the
situation. “Having my [job position] eliminated at a failing company,
in the middle of the economic financial meltdown, was one of the
scariest things that has happened. That was an eye opener for me
and made me change my habits quickly so if that happened again,
I would be in a better position. I had to sacrifice a lot for it but in
the end, it will all be worth it,” says April Gonzalez former training
department bank employee in Los Angeles, California.

Go
Step three is to make a budget. A budget helps you take
control of your spending. Your budget should take into account
all incoming money (ex. paycheck) and all outgoing money (i.e.
expenses). Making a budget can be simple if you follow a strategy.
First, evaluate all of your current spending patterns. This is
the time to be honest with yourself. My big unnecessary spending
habit was buying a cup of coffee and pastry at my favorite coffee
26		

house every morning. It was costing me around $70 a week. I
needed to stop buying that cup of coffee and pastry every morning.
I found it to be a better idea to buy the same coffee grinds from the
grocery store in bulk once a month. It saved me a lot of money that
I put into a savings account.
Second, list your short-term and long-term financial goals.
My short- term goal was to get out of debt. My long-term goal was
to save enough money for my retirement and future family. Writing
down all of your goals helps to solidify your commitment to getting
out of debt.
Third, create a tracking system to monitor your spending
habits. If you are not computer savvy and don’t know how to
work a program like Microsoft Quicken, then don’t use it. If you
feel more comfortable with good old pen and paper, then there is
your tracking system. Make the tracking system accessible to your
lifestyle. “My dad gave me a shoe box cut into sections as a kid
and each part was labeled for a different expense so I could divide
up my money. I had three categories: tithe, savings, and spending
money. Naturally, the tithe section and the savings section never
had any money in them the first few times. Then my father kindly
explained to me why I should tithe and I started to tithe differently.
As an adult, I find that when I tithe I am less likely to worry about
money and God seems to
provide me with enough
to get by and sometimes
a little extra,” says Amy
Laurin, student, from Palos
Verdes, California.
If you find yourself
running to your bank or
ATM several times a week
for cash after establishing
your budget, you may want
to rebalance your budget.
April Gonzalez suggests
that you “create a budget
to include all of your living expenses and other debts that you might
have. Also include things that you would like to save for because if
you don’t reward yourself every once in a while, you will most likely
not follow through with your plan.”
Most importantly, when estimating your yearly income,
don’t include any money that hasn’t reached your bank account
yet. Be sure not to count on income tax returns, yearly bonuses,
or investment gains. As soon as you get them, fight the temptation
to spend recklessly. Put any bonus money into a savings account
immediately. Use the monthly income from your regular paychecks
to pay off debt, bills, and any other expense you incur over a year.
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Good Debt vs. Bad Debt
There are two types of debt. According to CNN website
Money 101, “Good debt includes anything you need but can’t afford
to pay up front without wiping out cash reserves or liquidating all
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“So many of us have a hard time giving. We want to wait
until we have more than enough.”
your investments. In cases where debt makes sense, only take loans
for which you can afford the monthly payments. Bad debt is any
debt you have taken on for things you don’t need and can’t afford.
The worst form of debt is credit card debt, since it usually carries
the highest interest rates.”
One rule of thumb is to not use credit cards to pay for
small items like food or moderate items such as a family vacation,
especially if you can’t afford to pay the balance in full off within a
month or two. The easiest way to get out of debt is first to pay
off the balances of loans or credit cards that charge you the most
interest while at the same time paying the minimum balances on
small debts. Once the loan balance for the highest interest rate
is paid off, continue down the line and then pay off the smaller
balances. “My husband and I pay off our debt with any money left
over, save, budget, and follow through. It’s all about the budget and
keeping it consistent and not deviating from it,” says Gonzalez.
When paying off credit card balances, be very careful
about the trap of paying only minimum balances. The interest is only
being paid, not the principal amount of the loan. The principal is the
original amount of a debt. Interest is the fee added on. It will not
only take longer to pay the balance, but it will cost you potentially
thousands of extra dollars.
		
Be careful of where you borrow money as well.
Some retail credit cards can be dangerous to your credit health. It
may be a good idea when you are at the cashier to sign up for their
card and save 10% for signing up, but unfortunately, big businesses
use that temptation to charge high amounts of interest. Usually
retailers charge 10-15% more in interest than regular credit cards.

Check Your Health
If you want to see exactly where you stand in your credit
health, you can check your credit history and credit score. Credit
reports are free and provide a summary of your credit history.
Credit score reports usually cost about $15 and provide you with
your score which will directly affect the interest rates you will be
offered on credit cards, mortgages, and other loans.
Experian, Equifax, and TransUnion are the three main
credit bureaus. Each of those bureaus collect your information on
your credit history then create a credit report. From the credit
report, a credit score is calculated. That score is a quick reference
to lenders to assess how risky you are as a potential borrower.
Basically, the higher the score the less risk you are to lenders and
most likely they will give you their best available rates.
The most common score used by lenders is the FICO
score. According to the CNN Money 101 website, “when lenders
www.newidentitymagazine.com			

review your credit reports and resultant FICO scores, they take into
account not only how much you owe but also how much credit you
have available to you. Too much of either, and they may not loan
you any more money.”

When To Get Help
If you find yourself in financial trouble and need outside
assistance, there are some helpful debt counseling agencies that
might be able to help you consolidate your debt and provide you
with tips on better managing your budget.
You can also find books about debt recovery that will also
help you to stay on track. They give easy-to follow pieces of advice
that can prevent further debt problems. For example, one great
piece of advice often recommended by the various debt counselors
is to prepare a savings cushion worth three to six months of living
expenses in case of an emergency.

Save, Survive, Thrive
Living beyond paycheck to paycheck means we do more
than just save to survive, but save to thrive—not simply to fill our
own needs with all our wants and desires, but for the purpose of
giving back. We need to remember that the principles of money
management are really Biblical principles. In 1 Corinthians 16:2-3, Paul
asks for help fundraising for the church in Jerusalem and requests
the members of the Corinthian church to set aside some money
to help out their fellow believers, “On the first day of every week,
each one of you should set aside a sum of money in keeping with
his income, saving it up, so that when I come no collections will have
to be made. Then, when I arrive, I will give letters of introduction to
the men you approve and send them with your gift to Jerusalem.”
Saving up and giving gifts to others shows the true nature of our
hearts, it puts us in the right perspective, and shows our loyalty and
love for God and His family.
So many of us have a hard time giving. We want to wait
until we have more than enough. But giving is not about the act,
it is about the heart behind it. In our society, and in our flawed
human sin, what we have is normally not enough and leaving us
always wanting more. Through God we are capable of giving with
the “glad and sincere hearts” that the Bible speaks of, but we must
train our hearts to be generous. Just as God shapes and teaches us
in all areas of our lives, He teaches us generosity. One way we learn
generosity is by tithing.
Tithing, a general standard in many of today’s churches, is
at least 10% of your overall income. Deuteronomy 14:22 (NIV) says
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Cellist
Surfer
Comic
Cyclist
Vegetarian
Composer
Teacher
Poet
Chef
Golfer
Carpenter
Dancer
Hiker
Actor
Gamer
Parent
Singer
Doctor
Dreamer
Baker
Tennis player
Sculptor

“Debt recovery cannot be
separated from giving because
giving teaches us a thing or
two about faith.”
“Be sure to set aside a tenth of all that your fields produce each
year.” You could think of it as if you’re already making 10% less from
your salary or hourly wage. But you don’t have to stop there. In
the Old Testament there were actually two different 10% offerings
required, with another 10% offering required every three years.
That’s an average of 20% every year. Leviticus 27:32 says, “The
entire tithe of the herd and flock—every tenth animal that passes
under the shepherd’s rod—will be holy to the LORD.”
Not only is there tithing to God and His church, but there is also
sharing and giving to others in need. There are many people who
can benefit from giving outside their own community, especially
globally. There are victims of natural disasters, those who’ve
had their human rights violated, missionaries who need financial
support, and homeless orphans among many others who are in dire
circumstances.
Debt recovery cannot be separated from giving because
giving teaches us a thing or two about faith. Our giving shows our
faith in God as the Provider, especially if we already feel as if we’re
just getting by. “I have experienced a dependence on the Lord
as never before as my ultimate source. I clung to him for peace
and for keeping stress under subjection. Also, he led me to open
alternate ways of solutions that I felt were not my convictions. And
he actually worked out a miraculous resolution in this last week for
having done so. Don’t stop giving to the Lord as much as you can.
Be free of any encumbrances. And always build reserves,” reminds
Daisy Diaz, County employee from Long Beach.
In this current economy it’s a lot harder to have a baby,
buy a house, or go to college. By keeping your eyes on God and
proactively doing all you can to work hard, save, and give much,
you too can take your first steps towards getting out of debt and
living a financially sustainable and God-loving lifestyle. When we
keep our eyes on God and not on the latest gadget, fashions or
automobiles in the world, it helps us keep a good perspective on
what are truly valuable–God and our relationships.

Who are you in Christ?
WRITE,
PHOTOGRAPH OR
ILLUSTRATE FOR US
FIND THE WRITER’S GUIDELINES AT
www.newidentitymagazine.com
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BOOKSDEVOTIONALS
If you are looking for something that is
short and quick to read, a devotional is the way to
go. Devotionals are books full of scriptures or Bible
chapters in bite-sized pieces that you can read before
your morning shower, or during your lunch break or
right before bed. They usually contain some sort of
commentary or reflection by the author. There are
devotionals for every type of person and almost every
type of situation. Whether you’re single, going through
a divorce, or just starting college, there’s most likely
a devotional with your name on it. The benefit of a
devotional is that if you don’t know where to start
reading the Bible, they help you get a little daily dose of
God’s Word without being overwhelmed. There are even
devotionals that break down the bible into 365 entries so
that you can read the Bible in one year! The only possible
drawback to devotionals is that they almost always
contain the thoughts and comments of another person
which may or may not help you. Even so, devotionals
offer a valuable resource for almost any occasion. As a
new Christian, the first devotional I ever had was A New
Testament Walk with Oswald Chambers. I was inspired
by Chambers’ wisdom and his language made me think
of poetry (which I was very into at the time). Other good
devotionals to check out are Living the Message: Daily
Help For Living The God-Centered Life by Eugene H.
Peterson or Breakfast With Jesus: Discover His Presence
Every Day by Greg Laurie. –Cailin Henson

MEDIABIBLE ATLAS

JARGONREDEMPTION
Dictionary of Christian Jargon for
the Ordinary Person
by Ramon Mayo

One of the best things about African
American culture is the ability to redeem what has
been damaged, marred, lost, or thrown aside and turn
it into something beautiful. Redemption is is the skill
of turning trash into treasure and there are plenty of
examples. Take for instance soul food. Soul food was
the redemption of scraps from the oppressor’s table.
It was food that no one wanted to eat and now it is a
culinary delight. There is also hip hop. In an oppressed
situation where there are no musical instruments
young kids in the Bronx redeem the situation and
create music from what they have been given-old
albums, samples, turntables and their mouths. This is
redemption at it’s finest. To buy back what has been
marred and twisted and damaged by life. To take what
is not valuable and to make it valuable.
When Christians talk about redemption
they are talking about God taking their old damaged
life and making it more valuable than it was before.
Redemption is taking our lives that have been broken
through addiction, shame, guilt, and abuse and
giving them eternal value. God makes us valuable
through the death of Jesus on the cross which bought
us from the evil that destroys the beautiful and
good in us. It is through this ownership that we are
turned into something more beautiful than we were
before. Through the death of Christ a life that seems
purposeless and worthless is now made infinitely
valuable. All of life’s mistakes and wrong turns are
corrected and our trash is turned into treasure. This is
the beauty of redemption.

Have you ever wanted to know exactly
where in the world specific events happened in the
Bible? BibleMap.org is your free portal into geographic
knowledge of over 500 Biblical locations in both the Old
and New Testaments. It works through Google Maps,
so if you are familiar with Google Maps, you will find it
easy to use. You can search by book and passage and
the results will show up highlighted on the atlas. –Cailin
Henson
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IN PERSPECTIVE

Showcasing today’s touchy subjects.

Photo by Jenae Weinbrenner | Flickr (CC)
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“Divorce should be the last possible option, rather than something we should
be smoothing the passage to.”
–Brian Adams

Shattered Glass:
The Divorce Dilemma
Detailing and dealing with divorce and remarriage.
We examine the Christian perspective on the issue of divorce.
By Wendy Harbottle,
Cailin Henson, Cristian Vasquez
& Leila Evangelista
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H

E FINALLY GOT DOWN ON HIS KNEES AND

asked the big question, “Will you marry me?” The ring
sparkled on her finger, the church was booked and both
of their mothers were trying to decide what to wear.
Everything appears perfect, like the dream is about to begin, but
somewhere at the back of the bride and groom’s mind is the
question, “Will we make it or will our marriage end in divorce?”
This is a valid question since it is estimated by the
Americans for Divorce Reform that 40 to 50 percent of marriages
end in divorce. Sweden, followed closely by the United States, has
the highest divorce rate of any with 54 percent of marriages ending
in divorce. On the opposite end of the scale, less than 2 percent of
marriages in Japan, Sri Lanka, and India end in divorce. In recent
years, divorce rates have dropped in many countries. Researchers
have attributed this to the fact that more people now live together
without getting married, and when these relationships dissolve
there is no record of them ending.

God’s Perspective on Marriage
Perhaps the best place to start looking at what God
thinks about divorce is to first look at how God sees marriage.
Christian couples especially place a special significance on marriage
perhaps because it is one of the pictures God used to describe his
relationship to us (Ephesians 5:23-32). Marriage is also described in
Genesis 2:24 as his desire for human unity, “Therefore a man shall
leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and they shall
become one flesh.” From this we can understand that marriage was
intended by God for intimacy and companionship. 1 Corinthians 7:1-7
discusses how marriage can help to overcome sexual immorality:

Now for the matters you wrote about: It is good for a man not to
marry. But since there is so much immorality, each man should have
his own wife, and each woman her own husband. The husband
should fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife to her
husband. The wife’s body does not belong to her alone but also
to her husband. In the same way, the husband’s body does not
belong to him alone but also to his wife. Do not deprive each other
except by mutual consent and for a time, so that you may devote
yourselves to prayer. Then come together again so that Satan will
not tempt you because of your lack of self-control. I say this as a
concession, not as a command. I wish that all men were as I am.
But each man has his own gift from God; one has this gift, another
has that. Now to the unmarried and the widows I say: It is good
for them to stay unmarried, as I am. But if they cannot control
themselves, they should marry, for it is better to marry than to burn
with passion.
Marriage also has the potential to inspire spiritual
growth and to lead us towards holiness. Perhaps this point is most
eloquently posed by Gary Thomas, in his book Sacred Marriage,
“What if God designed marriage to make us holy more than to
make us happy?” Many married couples will say that marriage takes
32		
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work, sacrifice, selflessness, commitment, and having to look to your
flaws in more detail and see qualities and strengths in another. God
can and does work on individuals through marriage in unique ways.
The Bible is not silent on the subject of divorce either. But
what does it say in terms of the seriousness of marriage and the
sometimes subsequent divorce?

God’s Opinion of Divorce
In Malachi 2:15-16 we read, “Has not the LORD made them
one? In flesh and spirit they are his. And why one? Because he was
seeking godly offspring. So guard yourself in your spirit, and do
not break faith with the wife of your youth. ‘I hate divorce,’ says
the LORD God of Israel, and I hate a man’s covering himself with
violence as well as with his garment,” says the LORD Almighty.”
Without a doubt God hates divorce as stated in the
scriptures. So it stands to reason that Christians would desire
to avoid divorce because of their care of and love for God. Even
though God hates divorce, does it happen? Yes. Are there some
circumstances where divorce is allowed by God? Yes. But God’s
ultimate heart and desire is for those that he unites in marriage to
be joined together for eternity; marriage is sacred. In Matthew 19:36 it is written:

Some Pharisees came to him to test him. They asked, “Is it lawful for
a man to divorce his wife for any and every reason?” “Haven’t you
read,” he replied, “that at the beginning the Creator made them
male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man will leave his father
and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one
flesh’? So they are no longer two, but one. Therefore what God has
joined together, let man not separate.”
(Read our article on Saving Sex For Marriage in our Spring 2010
issue for more insight into the seriousness of marriage.)

Is Divorce & Remarriage Ever Permissible
In God’s Eyes?
In legal terms, a divorce is defined as the final termination
of a marital union which dissolves all the bonds of matrimony
between the parties. While some countries allow divorces to occur
without one or both partners being required to claim the fault
of their partner, most countries do have a waiting or cooling off
period before the divorce can be finalized. Many couples use this
period of separation to re-evaluate their marriage and make a
decision about whether to go through with the divorce or reconcile
to their mate. However, for many young couples entering into
marriage, the goal is to avoid separation and ultimately divorce
completely. God makes it clear in Deuteronomy that some form or
certificate of divorce is needed to separate in this way. God does
not take divorce lightly. Moses says in Deuteronomy 24:1-4:
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If a man marries a woman who becomes displeasing to him
because he finds something indecent about her, and he writes
her a certificate of divorce, gives it to her and sends her from his
house, and if after she leaves his house she becomes the wife of
another man, and her second husband dislikes her and writes her a
certificate of divorce, gives it to her and sends her from his house, or
if he dies, then her first husband, who divorced her, is not allowed
to marry her again after she has been defiled. That would be
detestable in the eyes of the LORD. Do not bring sin upon the land
the LORD your God is giving you as an inheritance.
If this scripture sounds confusing to you, you’re not alone. It
was equally confusing to the people of Jesus’ day.

“Why then,” they asked, “did Moses command that a man give
his wife a certificate of divorce and send her away?”Jesus replied,
“Moses permitted you to divorce your wives because your hearts
were hard. But it was not this way from the beginning. I tell you that
anyone who divorces his wife, except for marital unfaithfulness, and
marries another woman commits adultery.” Matthew 19:7-9
Jesus explained that because the Israelites’ hearts were
hard, Moses allowed divorce. What does it mean to have a
hardened heart? Some interpretations say a hardened heart is
a person who “cannot forgive or live in proper relation to other
believers” (Intervarsity Press). Essentially someone with a hardened
heart is one turned away from God, not in tune with God’s ways or
has any desire to live with God in mind.

Why Does God Allow For Divorce When
He Hates It?
We live in a damaged world and we are all damaged
people. God knows this and has grace for us, even in our mistakes.
As we discussed before, God hates divorce, but it happens. The Bible
tells us if at all possible, do not divorce:

“To the married I give this command (not I, but the Lord): A wife
must not separate from her husband. But if she does, she must
remain unmarried or else be reconciled to her husband. And a
husband must not divorce his wife.” 1 Corinthians 7:10-11
Nonetheless, people get divorced for many reasons, citing
irreconcilable differences, financial issues, child welfare, job situations
and others. However, if one does get divorced, remarrying
constitutes committing adultery.

Remarrying After Divorce = Adultery
Luke 16:18 says, “Anyone who divorces his wife and marries
another woman commits adultery, and the man who marries a
divorced woman commits adultery.” It says again in Mark 10:2-12
www.newidentitymagazine.com			

(NLT), “Later, when he was alone with his disciples in the house, they
brought up the subject again. He told them, “Whoever divorces his
wife and marries someone else commits adultery against her. And
if a woman divorces her husband and marries someone else, she
commits adultery.”
One of The Ten Commandments is “You shall not commit
adultery” (Deuteronomy 5:18) What exactly is the sin of adultery?
It is an unlawful, inappropriate extramarital affair of great moral
and social wrong. Not only does adultery destroy the purity of the
marriage bed, but also the sacred covenant between God when He
originally joined the two individuals into one.

When Is Remarrying After A Divorce Not
Adultery?
The only ways to get a divorce and get remarried and not
be committing adultery are the following situations:
1. Infidelity

“It has been said, ‘Anyone who divorces his wife must give her a
certificate of divorce.’ But I tell you that anyone who divorces his
wife, except for marital unfaithfulness, causes her to become an
adulteress, and anyone who marries the divorced woman commits
adultery.” Matthew 5:31-32
Now this may seem confusing. If adultery is marital
unfaithfulness, why is marital unfaithfulness the only exception of
labeling a remarriage after a divorce as adultery? It depends on
the party involved. The victim of infidelity is spared from becoming
an adulterer through remarriage. But the spouse who committed
infidelity in the first place does indeed commit adultery and sins
against God. The hope is, however, it should never happen in the
first place for a follower of Christ. The question remains; does
adultery of the mind (such as pornography) constitute infidelity and
offer a valid reason for divorce and remarriage? The Bible does not
speak to this kind of act specifically.
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2. Death
Romans 7:2-3 says, “For example, by law a married woman is
bound to her husband as long as he is alive, but if her husband
dies, she is released from the law of marriage. So then, if she
marries another man while her husband is still alive, she is called an
adulteress. But if her husband dies, she is released from that law
and is not an adulteress, even though she marries another man.”
1 Corinthians 7:39, “A woman is bound to her husband as long as he
lives. But if her husband dies, she is free to marry anyone she wishes,
but he must belong to the Lord.”
God is clear that in the event of tragedy and death, a
spouse is released of their marriage bond under God and can freely
remarry, as long as the new spouse is also a follower of God.

Is Divorce Ever Encouraged?
An Unbelievers Voluntary Desertion
Throughout the entire chapter of 1 Corinthians 7 Paul speaks about
marriage and divorce. He cites desertion as grounds for divorce in 1
Corinthians 7:12-16:

To the rest I say this (I, not the Lord): If any brother has a wife who
is not a believer and she is willing to live with him, he must not
divorce her. And if a woman has a husband who is not a believer
and he is willing to live with her, she must not divorce him. For the
unbelieving husband has been sanctified through his wife, and the
unbelieving wife has been sanctified through her believing husband.
Otherwise your children would be unclean, but as it is, they are
holy. But if the unbeliever leaves, let him do so. A believing man or
woman is not bound in such circumstances; God has called us to
live in peace. How do you know, wife, whether you will save your
husband? Or, how do you know, husband, whether you will save
your wife?
It is the desire of God that His followers act in love and
not by force. That’s why He recommends not fighting unbelievers
who want to leave a marriage voluntarily. It is most likely for those
new to the Christian faith that Paul talks to in this passage. Though
it may be more challenging to have a spouse with a different belief
system, it is not grounds for divorce. But the unbeliever in the
partnership does have the right to leave if they so desire.

Consequences & Difficulties Of Divorce
It’s been one year since his divorce was finalized but two
and a half since the separation. Since then, the anguish, guilt and
disappointment have given way to growth, maturity and a second
chance at marriage. Having to reflect on the circumstances that
led to his marriage and subsequent divorce was not easy for Juan
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Galvez. The aftermath of having to separate from his wife and the
mother of his children has been the biggest moral dilemma for the
now 26-year-old man.
“Being young and immature, we rushed into it and it
contributed to us failing and not making it work,” Galvez said.
“When you’re talking about faith, marriage is something sacred and
irreversible: once married you get married; that’s it. They are your
partner in faith for life.”
Still, the tension and conflict that engulfed his marriage
became overwhelming enough for Galvez to go against the
teachings of his Catholic faith, but not without painstaking
consideration.
“That’s (divorce) the biggest conflict when it comes to
religion: before I did anything I talked to my priest; the one that
married us,” Galvez said. “I talked to him about the situation. We
also went to counseling to try to see if we could get our marriage
salvaged and try to make it work again.”
Galvez’s efforts to salvage his marriage also led him to
seek help outside the spiritual realm.
“We did it (counseling) and we saw no improvement at
all,” Galvez, who after six months of counseling decided nothing
was working, said. “Maybe it would have worked but it takes two
people in a marriage; it is a team and when the team is working
together, you move on and continue to move forward with life
together.”
Attempts to end the fighting fell short every time,
according to Galvez. Making the situation harder to handle were all
arguments that he and his former wife would have in front of their
children.
“Every time we argued we would go to the room but the
kids would follow to where we were at and hear us screaming at
each other,” Galvez said. “I just knew it was the best thing for my
kids not to grow up in that environment.”
Despite acting in what he believed to be the best interest
of his children, the clash between his adamant belief in the sanctity of
marriage and walking away from a destructive relationship would
be a burden he would have to deal with in the years following the
divorce.
“During that time I did a lot of reflecting because of
my background and my religious point of view,” Galvez said. “It
(divorce) was never supposed to happen. But I experienced the
biggest growth when we separated, right before the divorce.”
As time went on, Galvez was able to accept the mistakes
he made which led to the failure of his marriage. Furthermore,
the guilt and blame associated with ending one of the most
sacred traditions in his faith became the foundation of his learning
experience and ability to gain peace with himself and God.
“I was trying to think about what didn’t make it work.
Where did I fail? It wasn’t just me or her: we both failed. A lot had to
do with poor communication; a lot had to do with being young and
immature.”

For Those Who Want To Marry Someday
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Remember to respect marriage and the seriousness of divorce
and go into marriage aware and prepared. Don’t assume you will
or won’t have challenges in your marriage that may make you
contemplate divorce. Know that God will be with you every step
of the way. God will be with you every day of your life, whether
you are married or not, whether your issues are personal or
involve another person. If you put your faith in God, He will see you
through whatever obstacles come up.

For Those Who Are Married And
Considering Getting a Divorce

Preparations To Consider
Les and Leslie Parrot authors of the best-selling book,
Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts, point out that divorce
proofing your marriage requires more than just laying a strong
foundation; it requires recognizing that you are embarking on a
new journey in life and preparing for the ride. Part of preparing
for the commitment of marriage for many couples involves premarital counseling, often offered by your church. A good pre-marital
counseling course should look at some misconceptions and myths
you might have about marriage, how you give and receive love,
communication skills, domestic roles, conflict resolution and finally
look at the spiritual dimension of marriage. Many marital problems
can be avoided if discussed prior to marriage and with someone
who can act as a mediator between varying perspectives. A lot of
things can be brought out in the open and lovingly discussed.
Once you are married, early on it is a good idea to take
time away to spend with your new spouse. Many people use their
honeymoon for this. But busier schedules, taking work with you or
other problems can muddle this special time. In Deuteronomy 24:5
we read, “If a man has recently married, he must not be sent to war
or have any other duty laid on him. For one year he is to be free
to stay at home and bring happiness to the wife he has married.”
If at all possible, take some time off or make fewer additional
commitments to spend more time adjusting to married life with
your new spouse and working things out as they come.
Living Together For Fear Of Divorce?
If you’re worried about the possibility of divorce and
remarriage, unfortunately that’s not license to live together. God
calls us to be united in marriage, so taking a risk in marriage is not
more of a risk than living together.

For Those Coming From A Childhood of
Divorced Parents
Everyone brings positives and negatives into a new
marriage. We all have some sort of baggage, bad habits, or bad
history. Having divorced parents or a history of divorce in your
family, does not mean you will carry that same fate into your
marriage. Together you can work towards a greater life together
and please God with every new step.
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Perhaps your parents weren’t the picture of marital bliss–
few couples are. But there are additional role models that you can
look up to, in your church, in your neighborhood, and elsewhere
that might imitate God’s design for marriage.
Even if you have low expectations of the longevity of
marriage, through God you can change that. With determination
to love God and love each other, you can grow above and beyond
your family past.

Examining your own expectations of marriage and getting
an outside perspective can be very helpful–this usually comes in the
form of marriage counseling. Also as we mentioned before, getting
some devoted time together in this day in age is often tough, so
having a getaway from work and other duties to dedicate that time
with your spouse may be just what you need to rekindle some of
what you’ve lost. When counseling and time together doesn’t work,
temporary time apart might be the next step (separation in lieu of
divorce). Some couples are able to re-appreciate their spouse when
they are separated for a period of time, allowing God to not only
work on them individually, but rekindle their marriage bond as well.
Remember not to put your marriage on a pedestal of
perfectness but always put God first. Try not to hide your problems
from God or the world, but bring them out into the open. No
marriage is perfect. Find someone to talk to and pray with about
your marriage or personal life.

For Those Who Are Divorced And
Looking To Remarry
While we cannot belittle Jesus’ teachings about the
seriousness of divorce and remarriage, we cannot forget his
forgiveness and ability to heal situations either. If you’re having a
difficulty coming to terms with your divorce there are often divorce
care classes offered at many churches. Don’t be afraid to talk to
a pastor or counselor about resources in your area. Don’t be
embarrassed of your past or afraid to confront your feelings. God
wants to heal you and you can live right with God again no matter
what happened in your past.

FOR THOSE IN ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Though the Bible doesn’t speak directly to the issue of
abuse in marriage as a reason for divorce, God is clear that abuse is
not the way spouses should treat one other. It says in 1 Peter 3:4-7
(The Message):
“Cultivate inner beauty, the gentle, gracious kind that God delights
in. The holy women of old were beautiful before God that way,
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and were good, loyal wives to their husbands. Sarah, for instance,
taking care of Abraham, would address him as ‘my dear husband.’
You’ll be true daughters of Sarah if you do the same, unanxious and
unintimidated. The same goes for you husbands: Be good husbands
to your wives. Honor them, delight in them. As women they lack
some of your advantages. But in the new life of God’s grace, you’re
equals. Treat your wives, then, as equals so your prayers don’t run
aground.”
Abuse (emotional or physical) is obviously not inner nor
outer beauty and not endorsed by God. But whether being in such
a relationship can release someone from the bond of marriage
without committing adultery is uncertain. For sure one should not
stay in an abusive relationship, so perhaps separation is the best
option, allowing escape from the situation, while still honoring the
spiritual union of marriage. If you or someone you know is in an
abusive relationship be sure to find help and support from family,
friends and professionals.

A FINAL WORD ABOUT
MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE
What about forgiveness? As has been discussed, the topic
of divorce is a tricky one. Besides God despising it, much of the
Bible’s words related to divorce seem to be hard to relate to in our
modern society, especially when there are so many issues, diverse
relationships, and specifics not mentioned in the Bible. It’s easy to
see divorce as a dilemma and marriage as an ideal concept, when
in actuality we are talking about real people, with real hardships
and difficult situations. In all instances, though, we have to give God
the credit of being our savior and use his words for encouragement
and not just condemnation. Even though he hates divorce, divorce
exists because there is sin in the world and God hates sin most of
all. Divorce is just a repercussion of the sin of the human race as a
whole. So it stands to reason that since Jesus’ death on the cross
enabled God to forgive the sins of those who claim Jesus as the son
of God, His forgiveness also extends to the sin of adultery and the
disappointment of divorce.
We must also remember that despite all the statistics and
stories about marriage and divorce, as John and Stasi Eldredge say
in their book, Love and War, it can be done. And it is worth it. Of all
the things a young man or woman needs to hear about marriage,
this is perhaps the most important of all. It can be done. And it is
worth it.
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Divorce Dilemma
Confessions
by Tom Koel
I have been married sixteen years. I have slept on the
couch and even packed my bags. My wife and I have said the
“D” word to each other more than once. I know how much
my Lord and my God disapprove of divorce. When we first
got married it was easy to hold the high ground on this issue.
We vowed it would never happen to us. It was an easy vow to
make in those days. But marriage changes. A few years in, five
years in, and certainly by ten years in, it seems very different
than when it began. I am no longer the person who says it can
never happen.
The road can be really hard. One day the fights
become so fierce that you start drawing lines in the sand, giving
ultimatums. I say to myself (and I know my wife has, too) “If this
happens, I can’t go on. It won’t be worth it. I just can’t.” I don’t
propose to ever have had better reasons than my wife has had
for coming to these conclusions. In fact, in my heart of hearts,
I’m guessing her reasons were better. When I’ve talked to the
Lord during these times, I feel Him watching me, standing just a
few steps back, arms cross, head tilted, silent. He’s not judging
me, He’s waiting, watching. “What are you going to do?” Two
examples stand out to me.
One time, a huge fight had been brewing between
my wife and I. I don’t remember what it was about. But I
remember my wife kept pricking me about it. I knew I was
right, but I was trying to avoid the big blowout fight. I was
hoping she would get it already. I’m not the kind of person that
thinks both sides can be right. If two parties are arguing about
the same thing, really communicating, if they are disagreeing,
then, as a simple fact of logic, they cannot both be right. This
time, I was right. So, because she would not stop pestering me
about the issue, I realized that the big fight was inevitable. So I
prepared. I got my arguments down. By the time of the fight, I
was loaded, hammered back. And I gave it all. I didn’t stop until
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every point was clearly and decisively driven home. I won, as I
should have.
That night, on the couch (as I had anticipated), I
settled in. My nerves were still hot. Adrenaline levels were not
yet back to normal. In our bedroom, my wife was sobbing.
Finally, as I calmed down, I obeyed a persistent urge to pray,
and got on my knees.
I thanked the Lord for the clearness of my argument.
It was, of course, unfortunate that it had come to that, but
because it is important to be clear in a matter and to put an
end to a debate, the fight was finally over. The point was clear,
the argument finally a thing of the past. Though regrettable, it
was, after all, successful.
There was a silence after the word ‘successful’ came
out of my mouth. Then I heard the Lord say (paraphrased)
“Your wife is in the room sobbing, and you are out here on
the couch. In what way do you mean it was successful?” You
know how He has that way of speaking into a conversation
something that is unanticipated, so unexpected that it could
not have come out of your head? In a rush, I understood that
‘winning’ the argument, being successful, would have meant a
cheerful, loving resolution. Despite the exactness or crispness or
accuracy of my points, I had, as one who wished to ‘settle’ the
matter, failed. And failed miserably.
Another time, much farther down the road, I thought
our marriage was going to be over. I thought it couldn’t go on
anymore. I didn’t think there was any point. As I started the
process toward making the decision, that ultimate decision, I
began working the conclusion into my head. I was visualizing the
breakup, preparing for it. I was also praying.
One day as I was praying, I had come to the
conclusion that I could consent to and participate, with my wife,
in the end of our marriage, and that I would survive it. Both
physically and spiritually. Right or wrong, I felt sure the Lord
would forgive me: that this thing–a divorce–was something from
which one could one day emerge from. I could survive a divorce,
and so could she. I heard the Lord say (paraphrased) “Yes. You
could survive it. But you must know that you will never in your
life be close to someone who knows you as well as she does,
who has been invested in you as she has, and has truly loved
you as much as she has.”
He was right. Walking away from this marriage would
mean walking away from the closest relationship in my life.
And, while one could have a new and loving relationship with
someone else, it was clear to me, that it would never, and could
never be founded on as much openness, history, or investment
as this one was. It was impossible, given my age, my time of life,
and the emotional scarring that would take place, for it to be
otherwise. His argument to me was not about obedience. He
certainly had a right to make it about obedience. But He didn’t.
He made it about loving me. He made it about the thing that
mattered to me most. My life.
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In my life, this marriage relationship will crush me,
but purify me. In my one life, this is my one chance for that.
I know it doesn’t sound romantic, but it really is. When you
can look each other in the face and say “I love you” after a
lifetime of victory and struggle, pain and joy, and when this is
the only person you could ever have had the chance to say
that to, that is romance. That is love. I’ve mapped the process
of these conflicts. I have been very fortunate that when I have
determined that the end was near, the Lord was there to
turn me around. I believe the same has happened to my wife.
When one of us was ready, the other was unwilling. When we
went to the Lord for permission, He turned us around to face
each other again. Had one time we both been willing, had one
time He not been there to turn us around, we would have
lost. I know it. Also, to my wife’s credit, she is relentless about
discussion. Because she refuses to let an issue just die (because
it doesn’t die, it rots), we are always brought back to the table
to talk. I hate talking, but she insists on it.
Something that I have to remember is that once
we’ve decided to stay in the same house, if not sleep in
the same bed, and once a few days have gone by, and the
immediate emotional bruises from the fight have begun to
heal, we get around to talking about the issues that created
the fight. Once we do that, we have been able to work them
out. So, from a purely analytical perspective, if we can avoid
walking away and wait until we cool down, we can work it
out–mostly because my wife insists on talking about it.
The big picture for me is this: I’m going to have to
answer for all my sins. And I am sure that those times when
I said, “I cannot resist this anymore,” or “I know I shouldn’t
but I have to,” will come back to me. I will see just how much
more I could have resisted, how many more times I could
have forgiven someone, or tried again, or stepped back
from a confrontation. I know in the back of my mind, when I
pray now, asking for forgiveness, there’s another voice deep
inside saying, “But really, Lord, You can’t have asked anyone
to resist anymore than I did.” I’m going to eat those words. I
know it. And, in those moments I’m going to have to beg for
forgiveness.
But now Christ is urging me. He wants me to stay in
the game. Being in the game is where I get purified. It is where
I come to the place to hear my feeble, sinful, excuses and really
repent of them, before I hear them said back to me. Now is
when I learn to love and become really grace-filled, when I
can see the real beauty of the Lord in those around me, and
especially in my wife, who is really trying to love me in spite of
myself. I don’t know what I’m going to do, but I know what I
want to do. And right now, I really, really want to stay in my
marriage. Right now I pray “Lord, have mercy on me and
please help me and keep me in this marriage!”
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Drawing & Erasing
By Curtis Jones

Photo by pareeerica | Flickr (CC)

Grace meets the scandalous with phenomenal news,
Expressing truths with a boldness that’s extraordinarily good,
One Love was in the flesh, drawing the new world! He’s lead with wood,
Both Drawing & Erasing, not only pointing out what we should do,
Cause nobody fully could,
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As these words were a result of what was previously said,
Let more poetry emerge from what is presently written,
Revealing what was hidden an abundance from a smidgen,
The Pigeon that was smitten with derision has arisen,
With a mission to ignite and give flight to every engine,
Permeate suffocating systems with a life giving vision,
The Eternal temporarily put on the temporary to merge with the weary,
And lifts us to the land of Giants we once imagined scary,
Not afraid, when alone we march to the drum of an unseen parade,
There’s tons of fish filleted,
Over sized watermelon, strawberries, and dairy,
Tons of honey but the bees have no sting in this area,
Free from malaria, free from fences, free life no price begins this,
Well its already paid,
Raise the valleys lower the mountains, we lounge together or there’s no lounging,
He raised the fountain we’re sipping in it’s shade, where else we gonna go,
When the true fountain’s revealed every tongue will surely know,
Unbearably, slow goes the race,
But my pace doesn’t determine whether or not I cut the tape,
For every man is just as near to what we all try to escape,
Aaaaaaaaaah! Pure grace! Stuck to us, Elmer’s Paste,
Condemnation has no case in light of what radiates,
From the thorns and bloody face, Love is King,
Triumphant grace makes haste, subjects itself to the waste,
And becomes abased so we might all be raised,
Although attacked, love demonstrates that it hits harder as it waits,
Stronger than we imagine strength, watch the Weak Man crush a tank,
Give aroma of new life to that which previously stank,
Rich soil that we sit on is an incorruptible bank,
The river we behold ever thrives with no kinks,
Continue to flow through this ink and this heart,
Grace meets the scandalous with phenomenal news,
Expressing truths with a boldness that’s extraordinarily good,
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One Love was in the flesh, drawing the new world! He’s lead with wood,
Both Drawing & Erasing, not only pointing out what we should do,
Cause nobody fully could,
Love is not love that only loves me when I’m good,
The weakest power is the inner logic of the unseen, Heart!
But watch it Shawshank, Monte Cristo, rise up from the dungeon, Art!
Love still astonishes ever causing wondering,
Both Drawing & Erasing with desire to show us something,
I emerged from depression to Van Gogh these expressions,
Unclear impressionistic feel! When the Messianic zeal touches us,
His heart becomes a shower that harvests human fields,
Building what no man can build outside of buildings,
To write love on your heart, like Stevie delivered, signed and sealed,
Love tabernacled in human flesh, The Perfect dwelling within imperfection’s mess,
Love tested and perfected in a “failing death”,
Yes the evacuation of human failure is unfailing,
Or Love never fails as an Ambassador unveiling,
The times when Love as King receives the hailing,
Though the letters are sometimes misused in the mailing,
Bound under ceilings, jailing the free sailing,
Love will hear the wailing come identified in Nailing,
Abundant riches for bailing-out the oppressed,
The letter’s choking and it’s killing,
Human weakness loses perceptions of true love in the text,
Bringing no rest or assurance making all people guess,
But the Spirit brings new healing with the depth of His breath,
Blown on the breath of Aslan,
The Spirit clarifies love for the terrified, giving new legs to those fear paralyzed,
The element of surprise from the ever-wise God,
Go ahead ask Infinity and receive a head nod,
Cause you’re protected in the flame and carry more lives than video games,
Grace meets the scandalous with phenomenal news,
Expressing truths with a boldness that’s extraordinarily good,
One Love was in the flesh, drawing the new world! He’s lead with wood,
Both Drawing & Erasing not only pointing out what we should do,
Cause nobody fully could,
Love is not love that only loves me when I’m good,
The weakest power is the inner logic of the unseen, Heart!
But watch it Shawshank, Monte Cristo, rise up from the dungeon, Art!
Love still astonishes ever causing wondering,
Both Drawing & Erasing with desire to show us something…

You can find more of Curtis’ written poetry or videos at www.loveflowz.com or
buy his CD Love Flowz on iTunes or at www.cdbaby.com/cd/CurtisTyroneJones
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Life Lessons in Kolkata
A humbling look into what it truly means to serve
others as shown by the Missionaries of Charity
Sisterhood started by Mother Theresa.
Story and Photos by Skylar Cobb
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The rooftop of Kalighat: Where yesterday’s dirty clothes
and linens dry in the sun; the peak of the adjacent Kali
temple; the hazy Kolkata sky.
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A

Kalighat’s male bathing area: As part of the morning
routine, the men that could bathe themselves filtered
through and those less fortunate were carried in
afterwards, just in time for breakfast.
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S AN IGNORANT AND, UNFORTUNATELY,

arrogant white college-educated American male, I
thought I knew what it meant to help poor people. I
even thought I knew who poor people were and what
poverty was. Without consciously recognizing it, I pretentiously
thought the poverty-stricken countries around the world needed
help to become a “modern and sophisticated” society like mine. I
naively thought church on Sunday, some fellowship, and a dash of
service was what it meant to have faith. So this seriously mistaken
American jumped ship and journeyed to India, thinking I was going
to help the world. Fortunately enough, when reality struck, I fell into
warm hands with hearts overflowing with kindness, ready to show
me the truth.
Throughout my journey, there were many experiences
that led me to stark and honest revelations about the reality of
India, as well as the reality of myself. While in Dharamsala, the
location of the Tibetan Government in exile, I learned the details
of their half century non-violent protest and I realized this nation of
Buddhists will always be more peaceful than me. Once, while waiting
for my train outside of Varanasi on my way to Kolkata, I saw a
nomadic group of children with select members having their hands
cut off at the mid-forearm (for whatever reason), and I wept at
how unable I am at ever healing them. Another time, while walking
the streets of Kolkata, I met a man who lived out of a cart and
smiled just as wide as any politician, and that simple joy exposed
my overindulgence in possessions and my lack of gratefulness. But
it was only until I lodged in a convent and awoke every morning to
the first of five daily calls to prayer for our Muslim neighbors (and
still often slept through morning Mass) did I realize that I am not as
devout as I once believed.
For the majority of my three month endeavor, I
volunteered with the Missionaries of Charity (MC) Sisterhood in
Kolkata (previously Calcutta). The MCs are a Roman Catholic
religious order founded by Mother Teresa of Calcutta—the Albanian
Catholic nun and Nobel Laureate widely known and beloved for
her devoted care to those that were sick, poor, orphaned and/or
dying of India. Every MC Sister in the history of the congregation
takes a vow of chastity, poverty, obedience, and whole-hearted and
free service to the poorest of the poor. These wonderful women
freely choose to cover their heads, never marry, own nearly nothing
and dedicate their hearts and lives to loving God by serving others.
Their saintly nature is exactly as Mother Teresa once wrote in a
letter to her fellow MC Sisters in 1961, “without our suffering, our
work would just be social work, very good and helpful, but it would
not be the work of Jesus Christ.”
With over sixty years of growth since Mother Teresa first
ventured into the streets of Calcutta, the order now encompasses
not only Sisters, but also Brothers and a priesthood of Fathers,
spanning more than 130 countries. In the Kolkata metropolitan area
alone, the MCs now provide a dozen homes, centers, complexes and
dispensaries for the weak, sick, unloved and underprivileged. Such
establishments serve the never ending needs of orphans, those with
mental and physical handicaps, leprosy patients, the terminally ill,
street children, those who are dying, and the destitute.
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“I returned from my stint
with the MC Sisters a little
less ignorant and a lot less
arrogant.”
The first home I volunteered at, or shall I say was
“exposed” to, was the home commonly referred to as Kalighat, the
home for the dying and the destitute, located directly adjacent to a
temple commemorating the Hindu god Kali. It is said that Kalighat
will always remain close to Mother Teresa’s heart for it stands as the
first established center in her ministry. Nowadays, Kalighat is split
into two wings, male and female, housing over eighty patients that
are usually brought in off the street or left on the door. Kalighat is
a place where human beings, young and old, seek peace amongst
sickness, injury and abandonment. It is a place where bright-eyed
and bushy-tailed volunteers, like me, end up soaking in the realities
of this world. The most heart wrenching part of Kalighat is not
the ones who are dying from illness; it is the ones dying from
destitution. There are people there, right now, completely healed of
their physical injuries, but are dying of broken hearts; dying because
they have been abandoned by their loved ones.
Truthfully, Kalighat proved too much for me to chew all at
once. I am no doctor, or nurse, and I don’t plan to be. The second
home I was exposed to was Daya Dan. Technically an orphanage,
Daya Dan houses children suffering from varying mental and
physical conditions and combinations of the two. Here I witnessed
the true beauty of the MC Sisters; loving children as if they were
their own. While at Daya Dan, nothing showed me the miracle and
mystery of God’s love for the people of this earth than knowing
a child who needed assistance in everything from toilet usage to
eating, and watching him laugh out of joy despite all his hardships.
Nothing caused me to question my understanding of salvation
more than seeing a child lay peacefully in his bed with seemingly no
self-awareness. He will remain that way for the entirety of his little
life and it is only by God’s mercy that he will enter into Heaven.
Nothing forced more humility upon me than when a bed-ridden,
three foot long, nineteen-year-old out-witted this unsuspecting
volunteer and I bashfully watched as he snickered at his own joke.
I returned from my journey a little less ignorant and,
hopefully, a lot less arrogant. The MC Sisters left me fully aware
of how limited my human help is, realizing that only God can truly
revive the world. The realities of India dissolved my fundamental
understanding of poverty and I learned that I may very well be the
poor one. My time abroad proved to be a wonderful retreat, one
which I recommend to everyone.
Upon reflection of my time abroad, I realized I did not
accomplish my objective due simply to the fact that I remained a
guest, a foreigner, a traveler merely passing through the routines of
a community of which I am far removed. The lives of the MC Sisters
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Kalighat’s male corridor:
The patients take rest
after lunch as the last of
the morning’s medical
care comes to a close.
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CAREERS & CALLINGS
The author and his
favorite MC sister at
Kalighat: Her smile lit
up the room.

are proof that service is a life-long, all-encompassing task, not a
three month trip. These women embodied charity by living it every
day. They showed me a commitment to charity is a calling. It is a
lifestyle that requires dedication to God’s love.
At the end of morning Mass, after receiving Holy
Communion, the MC Sisters of Kolkata recite a handful of
meaningful prayers. The closing of one particular prayer, the one
sometimes referred to as St. Francis’s “Prayer for Peace,” stuck in me
quite deeply:
“Lord, grant that I may seek rather to comfort, than to be
comforted;
To understand, than to be understood;
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To love, than to be loved;
For it is by forgetting self that one finds,
It is by forgiving that one is forgiven.
It is by dying that one awakens to eternal life. Amen.”
Once, I sought to serve this world, only to witness lives
of devotion, compassion and joy.

“We can do no great things, only small things with great love.”
--Mother Teresa--
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“It is the ‘Kumbaya’
component that has
garnered Taizé international
reputation.”

TAIZÉ
by Alexa Wan

A community of silence, study, meditation, and
prayer in Burgundy, France.
T WAS ON MY WAY TO TAIZÉ WHEN I HITCHHIKED FOR
the first and so far last time. When two little old French ladies
in a pristine Peugeot offered a lift with a place for tossing a
heavy pack, my natural reserve evaporated into the idyllic
scenery. This particular road was a well-worn one. Every
year since the sixties, young adults have been making pilgrimages
to this gorgeous sun-lit region of Burgundy in Central France for
one-week sojourns. Today 100,000 people converge annually; with
as many as 5,000 staying at once during peak summer months.
Ironically, amidst this phenomenal flurry, it is Taizé’s main attractions
of contemplation, solitude, authentic solidarity, prayer, and worship
that continue to draw sincere seekers. Many may first recognize the
name Taizé as describing a way of meditative prayer–it’s origins lie

I
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within this bustling village. The website introduces Taizé as “made up
of over a hundred brothers, Catholics and from various Protestant
backgrounds, coming from around thirty nations. By its very
existence, the community is a ‘parable of community’ that wants
its life to be a sign of reconciliation between divided Christians and
between separated peoples.”
Opportunities to participate in silent retreats, lectures,
studies, and even manual grounds-keeping are everywhere. The
countryside is stunning; light seems to stream from every angle.
At check-in, five Euros per night are exchanged for barrack style
bunk lodging and three square meals served outdoors and eaten
under billowing canopy tents. An incredible amount of energy fills
the simple grounds. Pick-up soccer games, surrounding forest paths,
a bustling café, and joyous gypsy style music that flood into the late
night definitely evoke a campsite sensibility. But it is the “Kumbaya”
component that has garnered Taizé international renown. Three
times a day a bell tolls calling all to a mandatory service of prayer.
Work and play stops. At each entrance, a volunteer holds a sign
for silence as people stream their way in, still blinking from the
bright sun. The dim-lit sanctuary is a sort of hushed prairie sloping
to a sumptuously lit stage setting where the ripples of texts and
song initiate over the crowd. Passed out to each person are
books holding songs in over 40 languages. Everyone sings along.
The hymns are light and joyful, with vestiges of solemn monastic
simplicity. The stark beauty of rising and falling unadorned voices
almost electrifies the air. For the Christian, this time is not simply
a goodwill mingling of cultures. It slips at places into the reality of
heaven; where a sea of the redeemed in their unity of praise is all
the more glorious and vibrant through diversity. Pope John Paul II
said of the community, “...one passes through Taizé as one passes
close to a spring of water. The traveler stops, quenches his thirst
and continues on his way.” Founder Brother Roger wrote in 2005,
“[on] certain summer evenings in Taizé, under a sky heavy with
stars, we can hear the young people through our open windows.
We remain astonished that they are so numerous. They search,
they pray. And we say to ourselves: their aspirations for peace and
trust are like these stars, little lights in the night.” The hundreds
of thousands who have journeyed to Taizé over the past three
quarters of a century will exuberantly attest to lingering impressions
had there. Almost all want to return. I still find myself unexpectedly
singing some of the hauntingly lovely melodies...in German or Latin,
which else I speak neither! If you are ever in the area, board a TGV
train headed for Macon and steady yourself for renewal.
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AROUND THE
WORLD SERIES:
THE
COOLEST
TREEHOUSES
Photos by Tathiana Lonsdale
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El Castillo, one of the magnificent
treehomes of Finca Bellavista nestled in
the Costa Rican rainforest.
www.newidentitymagazine.com

TRAVEL

W

HY WOULD ANYONE WANT TO SPEND

time in a tree? To say you did, is reason enough. Can
you imagine climbing a tree to go to bed or waking up
surrounded by sky? If you’re bored by the typical hotel
room, treehouse stays are for you. We found some of the most
unique treehouse accommodations in the world so take your pick
and adventure upward!

SWINGING “SUSTAINIBLY” THOUGH THE
TREES
Finca Bellavista
Golfo Dulce Forest Reserve, Costa Rica
Nestled near Rio Bellavista, this treehouse community
resides in an off-the-beaten-path area of Costa Rica. It’s “no fullservice spa, fancy hotel, or canopy tour” but rather the “world’s first
planned, modern, sustainable treehouse community.” They provide a
treetop experience that’s committed to environmental sustainability
by interacting with the rainforest in a way that is cautious, careful
and respectful. As a whole the community covers over 300 acres
of reclaimed pasture and rainforest, though current treehomes
cover far less than that. As residents descend from their treehouse
abodes, the “base camp” boasts a large dining area, kitchen,
open air lounge, bath house and WiFi zone. It’s the simplicity
here and community that draw people to the branches of Finca
Bellavista, removed from the outside world, without noise, malls
and advertising billboards. Finca Bellavista is a retreat like no other.
Its “Sky Trail” network covers almost a third of the community and
offers stunning views. There are cabinas and treehouses available for
rent and to tour. Find out more at www.fincabellavista.net

CAMP 50 FEET ABOVE GROUND
Cedar Creek Treehouse
Ashford, Washington
Once you braved the winding stairwell attached to the
200-year-old cedar tree, you are welcomed by a sky-lit kitchen and
indoor hammock. There is a double futon in the loft and an indoor
bathroom. From the neighboring observation room you can catch
a glimpse of white goats grazing in the valley below. There is no
electricity, your water comes in a 5-gallon jug, and an ice chest is
your fridge. Although low on amenities, the Cedar Creek Treehouse
beats any five-star hotel when it comes to views. The treehouse
borders Gifford Pinchot National Forest and is ten minutes from
Mount Rainier National Park in Washington state, so the presence
of wildlife outside your window is abundant. Leave your laptop at
home and pack your sense of adventure when you head off to
experience treehouse-living at Cedar Creek.
www.newidentitymagazine.com			

www.cedarcreektreehouse.com

ENJOY A CUP OF COFFEE IN A
GUL MOHR TREE
Tranquil Resort
Wayanad, Kerala, India
If you desire some connection to the outside world, but still
want to vacation in a tree, the treehouse at Tranquil Resort has a
TV, a DVD player, a satellite receiver, a fridge and a coffee maker.
With all of the amenities, you would never have to climb down from
this awesome oasis in the sky!
Located in southern India in the Kerala rainforest, the
treehouse is part of a resort surrounded by a coffee plantation. The
treehouse itself is equipped with a king-size bed, a bathroom and
shower. There is even an intercom that allows for communication
to the main lodge. The lodge is where your meals are prepared and
where you’ll enjoy authentic Indian meals with the hosts.
Grandma and grandpa can come along for the fun because
entrance to the treehouse is by way of secured ramps to ensure
easy access. They say that the best time to visit is during the
post monsoon months between November and early March;
the landscape comes alive with greenery and wildlife. However,
if you want to add adventure on top of adventure, go during the
monsoon season between June and mid-August.
www.tranquilresort.com

TAKE A DIP IN THE “BIG BEACH
IN THE SKY”
Sanya Nanshan Treehouse
Hainan Island, China
Bring three friends along to stay at China’s Sanya Nansha
Treehouse, but make sure they are close friends because the
shower is 35 feet away. But who needs to shower when the South
China Sea is right outside your doorstep (and down a suspended
bridge). This incredible treehouse, called the “Big Beach in the Sky”
accommodates four people on the top level and two on the bottom
level. It’s like a townhome in a tree!
There’s a neighboring Buddhist center with awesome
temples and botanical gardens to explore. So brush up on your
Chinese and venture to the relatively affordable vacation spot that
waits you on the island of Hainan. www.treehousesof hawaii.com/
nanshan

YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
AMAZING AMAZONS
Ariau Amazon Towers Hotel
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Inside El Castillo, the beautiful bed, faucet and
peaceful setting invite you to stay awhile at
Finca Bellavista.

Brazilian Amazon
Who wouldn’t want to take the trip of a lifetime to the
Amazons of Brazil? Well imagine making the trip 100 times more
incredible by choosing the Ariau Amazon Towers Hotel as your
accommodations. This Ariau is one of the largest commercial
treehouse hotels in the world. They have a honeymoon suite 110
feet above ground in a mahogany tree, and they have the Tarzan
House that has its own private balcony, plunge pool, and Jacuzzi.
Tarzan should have been so lucky to enjoy the comforts provided
by this tree-hotel! Your own inner Tarzan will thank you once you
experience the 70 feet high catwalks that stretch for 10 miles and
are flanked by out-of-this-world foliage housing parrots, monkeys,
and sloths. www.ariauamazontowers.com

VOILIA! TREEHOUSES FRENCH STYLE
Orion B& B French Riviera
St. Paul-de-Vence, France
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The French Riviera is not to be out done; the Orion Bed
and Breakfast has cooked up four impressive cottages perched
in trees. You know how some bed and breakfast inns think of
everything, even down to the cute little soaps you get to take
home? Well, Orion B & B has surpassed the highest standards. 		
There are comfy pillows tossed about the treehouse, a
wooden round bathtub, and unique artwork on the walls to make
the place even more memorable. Below the treehouse is a natural
pool and acres of forest to explore. The treehouses are near the
small village of Saint Paul de Vence, but solitude and peace are to be
had 24/7 in neighboring uninhabited forest.
www.orionbb.com

WILDLIFE UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Tropical Treehouse
Rincon, Puerto Rico
If you never held a staring contest with a Puerto Rican
Screech Owl, here’s your chance. The Tropical treehouses in Rincon,
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Puerto Rico are made out of bamboo and are situated in the
middle of woody hills. Wildlife peer through the open windows of
the uniquely designed “hooches.” Hooches stand on a single point
and are balanced by cables connected to nearby trees. The house
itself relies on the trees for support but does no damage to the
trees or the surrounding area. Equipped with hot water, showers,
kitchenettes, and countertop stoves, these treehouses are selfsufficient and offer a comfortable stay in a rustic environment.
www.tropical-treehouse.com

A ROMANTIC TREEHOUSE STAY
Shadow Mountain Ranch
Julian, California

GET IN SHAPE BEFORE YOU GO
Five-Day Treehouse Stay
Anchorage, Alaska
If your great- aunt bequeathed you lots of money and
you want to spend it all at once, write your check out to Five Day
Treehouse Stay in Anchorage Alaska. Granted it’s $880 per person,
but it’s worth every penny to be able to boast to your friends
that you survived a week’s stay in a real old-fashioned treehouse.
Built by Eric Schmidt, this treehouse experience “requires excellent
physical condition.” To get there is an adventure in itself, you must
hike to the treehouse which includes wading through a large creek,
and upon leaving you have to raft five miles down the creek to
meet your return plane out of Anchorage. The treehouse is only
one room with a bed. So showering, eating and other daily natural
activities must take place outside of the treehouse, on the ground.
The Five-Day Treehouse Stay is truly an adventure that must be
lived to be believed!

EXPEREINCE VILLAGE LIFE IN A TREE
Chole Mjini Lodge
Mafia Island, Tanzania
Six tree houses stand on stilts amongst the exotic trees of
Tanzania at the Chole Mjini Lodge on Mafia Island. Equipped with a
bathroom below and open-air showers, these treehouses offer an
awesome cultural experience. The lodge merges with the village
and you are thrust into the daily life of the islanders. A portion
of the cost to stay at the lodge goes to providing the village with
schools supplies and computers.
The days are packed with activities and you can enjoy
daily outings with the hosts who know just where to find newborn
turtles racing to the sea! Once you return to your tree-room, you’ll
find that nothing beats communing with creatures that slither, jump
or crawl with determination up the massive baobab trees that
cradled you. The treehouses at Chole Mjini Lodge are for the lowmaintenance traveler who treasures the outdoors.
http://www.tanzaniaodyssey.com/lodges_info/chole-mjini.htm or
http://www.africanmeccasafaris.com/mafia/beachhotels/cholemjini.
asp
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Tucked away in the small town of Julian, outside of San
Diego, California, is Shadow Mountain Ranch’s classic treehouse
made for two. There are sturdy stairs that take you up to the
bedroom and private bathroom. The house is nestled in the arm
of a grandfather oak tree and offers views of the surrounding
ranch. Breakfast is cooked daily by the hosts and served piping hot
in the main lodge. Julian is lucky enough to get snow, so for a truly
enchanting experience, book your stay during the winter months
and enjoy a cozy treehouse vacation. www.shadowmountainranch.
net

TREEHOUSES FOR MILES AND MILES
Out ‘N’ About Treehouse Treesort
Takilma, Oregon
You’re not going to believe this, but believe it. There is a
resort of treehouses in Oregon. A resort! That means all year round
you are welcomed to choose from thirteen different treehouses,
each one designed to meet the needs of families with children,
couples, or groups of friends.
The Cavaltree, for example can accommodate seven
people. It is accessed by a swinging bridge and a stairwell. The
Treezbo is 37 feet above ground has a cool observation deck so
that you don’t miss a thing. A full breakfast is included in the price
during high season and there are activities galore on the site. Out
N’ About Treehouses Treesort is the diva of treehouse estates and
must be experienced by any true adventurer! http://treehouses.com/
treehouse/treesort/home.html

OTHER OPTIONS
For those of us who might need to take baby steps before
vacationing in an actual tree, there are vacation spots that provide
a treehouse-ish type stay. The Treehouse Cottage in Eureka,
Arkansas and the Teniqua Treetops in Western Cape, South Africa
are basically houses built on sturdy stilts. They are still high above
ground, but they are planted in earth. And for those on a budget,
there’s the Parrot Nest Lodge in Belize, where the houses are built
under 100 foot trees. Though not exactly the typical treehouse,
these stays still offer great adventure.
Whatever you decide, be it a classic treehouse, or an
alternative version of a treehouse, I promise you can’t go wrong
with any one of these uncommon dwellings. So take your pick and
remember to send us a postcard!
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Halloween
by Jena Campion

Photo by analyser | Stock.xchng

Halloween is for some controversial, for some just good fun. We take a look at the
history of Halloween and how you can celebrate in way that doesn’t worship evil
spirits, but God instead.

B

ESIDES CHRISTMAS AND EASTER, Halloween is

one of the most celebrated holidays of the year. Halloween
began as a Celtic festival called Samhain. There were
massive bonfires and lots of dancing to celebrate the end of
the harvest season. It also began the “time of darkness” which we
would consider now as the winter season. There was a belief that
the “gates” between our world and the spirit world would open at
this time. The general belief was that good and bad spirits would be
free to walk in our world and potentially cause chaos.
During the 8th century, Pope Gregory III moved the
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Christian holiday of “All Saints Day” to November 1st. All Saints Day
commemorated the martyrdom of the saints. Christians would pray
to the saints (or any dead loved ones) and ask them to advocate
on their behalf so that God would grant their prayer requests.
Christians also celebrated this holiday with a large feast and festival.
October 31st became known as “All Hallows Eve” or what we
know today as “Halloween.”
In today’s era, the Christian holiday of “All Saints Day” is
overshadowed by the mostly secular celebration of Halloween. The
idea of goblins, ghouls, witches, and magic taking over the evening
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has created much controversy surrounding Halloween, especially
in the Christian community. Christian perspectives vary widely on
whether or not to celebrate it. Does it celebrate evil? Give attention
to Satan? Or is it simply a harmless candy eating and pumpkin
carving event? Some people believe the Pope moved All Saints Day
to November 1st to claim this time period as a holiday for Christians
to celebrate, counteracting the pagan New Year.
Whether or not you feel comfortable getting into the
activities surrounding Halloween, there are some great alternatives
to the darkness and death that can make Halloween more
honorable to God.

Evangelize
Halloween brings the entire neighborhood together.
Everyone is out walking around. This is a perfect opportunity for
some creative evangelism. Design a Bible card with your favorite
scripture on it, attach it to some candy, and hand it out when
people come knocking for treats.

Host a Harvest Party
The holiday was originally meant to celebrate the harvest
bounty and to prepare for the winter months. Decorate your house
or yard with yummy pumpkins, squash, and any other seasonal
fruits or vegetables. Hold a small prayer time at your party to thank
God for how he has provided for your family over the year. Ask
everyone to bring a colorful dish to share in the fellowship. Perhaps
also ask everyone to bring their favorite scripture to share with
everyone. Costumes could be optional.

Decorate your house or yard
with God’s words

Enjoy a Carnival
Plan a Fall Carnival as an outreach to the community at
your local church. Create a pumpkin patch to sell pumpkins to the
community. Use that money as a fund raising opportunity for your
church. Provide games, contests, and other entertainment to draw
a big crowd. The main event surrounding all the fun could be to
provide a Biblical message to the participants.

Honor your ancestors with a love letter
This is completely different from actually grieving over
your deceased loved one. This is simply a letter to them and God
thanking them for their life and how they impacted yours. You can
customize this how you see fit. You can light a candle and lead a
prayer time to honor God and your loved one.

Organize a Bake Sale

candies to sell at your church. Decorate the sweet treats and
packaging with various fall seasonal colors. Attach a small flier
about your church and short faith-based message to the carry-out
bag.

If you live in a neighborhood where everyone must
decorate their houses or yards, be creative in your decorations.
Create a traditional grave yard scene, but on the tombstones
write out messages from the Bible about heaven and the hope of
salvation. That way you are still participating in the neighborhood
event and still sharing your faith with the neighborhood. When
people come closer to read the scriptures, you would discuss Jesus
with them if you feel led.

The celebration of Halloween is a disputable matter that
lacks clear, direct, specific direction from the Bible. We must decide
for ourselves and our families how we choose to celebrate it, if at
all. Remember, Halloween doesn’t always have to be about witches,
ghosts, and things that go bump in the night. It can be turned into
something to glorify God and is also safe for the family.

Have everyone bring their favorite baked goods and
www.newidentitymagazine.com			
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Where’s Your Eden?

by Jasmien Nikole

Finding your place of perfection in a fallen world.

OR PEOPLE TO ESCAPE FROM THEIR troubles
and worries, they must try to imagine they’re in a place of
peace and beauty. For some people to find peace of mind
and to be able to think clearly, they feel the need to let
their minds wander into a paradise they consider their own. In the
beginning of the Old Testament, God creates paradise on earth.

F

Genesis 2:8 says “Now the Lord God had planted a garden in
the east, in Eden; and there he put the man he had formed.
And the Lord God made all kinds of trees grow out of the
ground—trees that were pleasing to the eye and good for
food. In the middle of the garden were the tree of life and the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil.”

Photo by SheCat | Stock.xchng
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NATURE
Here on earth God had given us the gift of nature.
But just like the paradise of Eden was lost for Adam and Eve,
little by little our environment is being destroyed and neglected
with human-made innovations. Our pretty blue skies have been
polluted by chemical refineries, vehicles, and every other form
of transportation we use on a daily basis. Fields of land waste
have contributed to the bad quality air we breathe, leaving
the once pristine air polluted and hazardous to our health.
However, despite these environmental changes on earth, we’re
still able to experience a piece of the perfection of Eden in
our places of comfort and peace. It’s still possible to obtain the
image of perfection in our minds or recreate our own Eden.
Every now and then we wish to escape to where
we don’t have everyday troubles or problems that hinder us
from getting closer to God and finding peace within our souls:
a personal place of perfection where God’s presence and
perfection can be experienced. It can be outdoors or indoors,
and it can also be imaginary. It doesn’t matter how a person
perceives his or her Eden because it
is his/her own personal place to feel
comfortable, safe and at peace. A few
individuals shared what their place of
Eden is, where they feel God touches
their hearts and souls the most.

am in Yosemite, every question I have about life is answered when I am there.
Being in Yosemite lets me find my spiritual side and inner being, because all
my concentration is on God, his creations and nothing else.”
–Mickey Curtis, 35, Long Beach, California
“My place of perfection that I consider to be Eden is the piano room
in my house. The surroundings of the room are nothing. That’s important to
me when I’m playing the piano. I need quiet time and constant focus when I
think of God and all He has done for me. I get lost in my thoughts, when I close
my eyes I hear the footsteps of God, like He’s there with me in divine spirit.
When I reach my place of perfection, it’s no longer silent. Now I hear the sound
of my piano keys that’s when I know I’m finding peace. I imagine my piano
room is similar to heaven. After finding my moment of peace, upon opening
my eyes, I see people praising God, choirs singing in his name and everyone
one is content. I then arise from my piano bench and start to walk down
a street paved of gold. I see God holding everyone’s hands and everyone’s
smiling. People are rejoicing and sharing their happiness with one another.
It’s when I’m sitting here playing the piano, I feel as if God is speaking to me,
telling me there is such things as unity, love and peace. In my piano room
there is no poverty, war or negative things going
on, just me and my piano.”–Emmanuel Fleming,
27, Mobile, Alabama

“It’s still possible to obtain
the image of perfection in
our minds or recreate our
own Eden.”

“I know for a fact I’m most
content in my bedroom, I have a sense of a
free mind and relaxation when I’m there.
When I’m in [my] room I feel like I get lost in my thoughts, it’s almost
like I am waking to a bright sun shining through my window. I visualize
laying down on a grassy hill, as the beautiful clouds set over me in the
sky. I can feel the sun warming on my skin. When I’m in my room, I
envision myself just letting my spirit run free, run with this great joy in
my heart. My room is about the only place where I can think straight
without any of the world’s outside interference. I feel God is with me in
my thoughts when I’m in my room, all the negative vibes I feel outside of
my room start to disappear, as if they never existed. I don’t let go of the
hope I have when I’m laying on my bed in my room, I feel encouragement
because God’s close to me and instilling His faith in me.” –Will Tuttle 23,
Modesto, California
“My Eden here on earth is Yosemite, National Park. I feel
like it is God’s raw creation. When I’m there I feel a warm feeling just
going through me and all my troubles seem so small. The only other
person that is there with me in my place of perfection is God. The only
thing that matters to me when I’m in Yosemite, is embracing a deeper
understanding for all of God’s wonderful creations. I feel His presence the
most when I am looking at the perfect atmosphere. I feel as if the world
is at my feet. God and I are the only ones in my place of perfection. I feel
as if God is speaking to me through His creations and in everything I
see when I’m in Yosemite. As I breathe in fresh air, standing on the tops
of shiny rocks, I can gaze at the crystal clear waterfalls I see the reason
why this place is perfect to me. I see tall, healthy green trees, and clean
abundant soil with pretty flowers. I experience the truth about when I
www.newidentitymagazine.com			

“My Eden is at a nearby neighborhood park
by this one particular tree. Every time I visit
this park, I look for my special tree. This tree
where I rest my head is the only tree in the park,
not surrounded by anything but bright green
grass. When I’m under this tree I can sit and be by myself and write poetry,
read the Bible or just relax with peace and quiet. I feel God’s presence when
I’m looking at the pure green leaves of this tree. I feel as if God made this tree
in this park, especially for me. When I rest under this tree I like to read this
novel I own called “The Rapture”. I feel as if I’m laying on clouds when I’m
here. The feeling of being in this park, where it’s just me and this single tree,
is just beautiful silence. I smell nothing but clean and crisp air; the air blows
through my hair like a cool breeze does to a windmill. When I’m in my Eden,
it’s almost like I can stay here for hours without a care in the world. I can
embrace the simplicity of nature and not worry. I can focus on my thoughts
of God and His creations of nature without disturbance. I’m able to meditate
in my place of perfection. Being in this park reveals to me, God really cares for
me and wants me to know that His arms are always open to me. I experience
so many possibilities when I’m in this park, close to my tree even if it’s just in
my imagination. I like how this tree is a designated spot for me... ”
–Charm Chinnel, 26 Santa Fe Springs, California

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jasmien is a 24-year-old from Long Beach, California. She’s a
hairstylist and a freelance writer, and also enjoys reading books
and creative writing. She loves God and embraces the ability to
gain more knowledge through education.
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HEALTH & HOME

Turning Your
Daily Grind Into A
Divine Adventure
Having a healthy relationship with work and living
life as an adventure with God.
By Tom Koel
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A

LMOST THIRTEEN YEARS AGO, MY WIFE

and I took a herd of young adults down to San Diego
at Christmas time to the Campus Crusade Winter
Conference–or whatever they called it. John Eldredge was
there. He ruined my life.
I came to Christianity in my late twenties and all my early
indoctrination had supported the notion of a very even-paced,
even-tempered, even-keeled masculinity. I was working really hard
at being really steady. Work was just something you did, family
meant everything, and ‘calm’ and ‘quiet’ were considered the most
flattering words with which you could be described. Mr. Eldredge
changed all that. His call to arms, his call to the adventurer within,
woke something up in me that was desperately trying to find
justification. When I became a Christian, the romantic side of me
had been tried and convicted as an accomplice to the sinful acts
of the past, in the days when there was no guard on my behavior.
It was a just verdict. Now, after so many years, Eldredge had
requested its parole.
The grind of mindless, monotonous work was a cancer to
my spirit. My life was draining out, like the battery in a radio left on
in a room no one was in. There is something drastically wrong when
your last thoughts walking out to work in the morning are “Help
me endure, just one more day.” I could not tell you if any of the
young adults we had taken to the conference had heard a word of
the message, but I came back a changed man.
My wife had to listen to me talking about fulfilling
my mission, whatever that was. What was worse, she had to
experience the tumultuous insecurity of a man who seemed to be
very selfishly taking not just himself, but his charge and his dear
family through the financial disasters, confusion, and doubt common
to such modern day adventurers. How could I justify changing my
focus on my work from a grind to an adventure? It made my wife
shudder to hear me say “I cannot live my life doing this kind of
work.”
It had occurred to me that a day could be divided into
three eight hour blocks. One is for sleep – hopefully (but who gets
eight hours anymore?). One is for family or personal time. The third
is for work. I realize that different cultures at different times have
worked more or less, but I think it is very interesting that science
has found that the basic general need for sleep is eight hours in
every twenty-four, and that the social consensus on the length of a
humane yet productive work day is also eight hours. Work takes up
a major chunk of our lives. So what do we do with that chunk?
The best gifts generate a great deal of joy and interest.
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“If the work personality
is uninspiring, the home
personality will suffer.”
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SPOTLIGHT
The best gifts command attention. The best movies have you at the
edge of your seat. The best books have pages that are always too
heavy to turn fast enough. The best days are filled with challenge
and victory, of things unexpected, of stories that you can’t wait
to tell. It seems to me that the best life must leave its benefactor
amazed and exhausted. If life is a wonderful gift, and that life is
reduced to the roughly sixteen conscious hours in every twentyfour, then it follows that the entire sixteen should be embraced in
the same spirit of wonder and anticipation. How can one justify
disregarding the time spent at work, which amounts to roughly
half of our waking lives? To me that sounds like the guy who had
received a gift to invest and grow, but instead buried it in the sand
(Matthew 25). We know we are going to give an account of our
lives (Romans 14:10-12). Does
anyone want to answer “Well, for
half of my conscious life I was on
autopilot. I tried to be a good guy,
and not steal or cheat or gossip,
but as for really living my life, I
just put it on hold.” You might just
as well say, “I spent half my life
gathering food.” I don’t think that is
going to be an answer we want to
stand behind on that day.
It seems to me that
a main argument in favor of
embracing work time vivaciously
as well as family time comes down
to maintaining a continuity of self.
I cannot be a divided person,
one person at work, foggy and
docile, and another at home, full
of passion and verve. If the work
personality is uninspiring, the home personality will suffer. Passion
cannot be conserved. Passion only survives when it sees the light
all the time, when it is stimulated constantly, when it experiences
frequent expression.
This is the attitude I brought back from San Diego so
many years ago, and is, in many ways, the attitude I have today. I
soon found, though, that whatever the big work adventure is that
waits for we newborn romantics, it does not much look like an
adventure in the classic sense of sword and dragon. It is difficult to
turn a cubicle and a fourteen inch monitor into a set of armor and
a stallion, or a kayak and a compass, or any other real adventurous
thing. It is hard to scale the big mountains and discover the treasure
from most office buildings.
Like a child, I attempted to do that. I was going to realize
my true gifts, bring the most joy to myself and to my family (and
everyone around me) by striking out on my own. I was sure that
just the nature of my drive and talents would assure me great
success. In the words of Nike, I was going to “Just do it.” But I didn’t
do it.
I will always remember the day when I realized that my
business was going to fail – and I mean crash and burn, with twisted

metal and huge dark flames reaching up to the sky. I had prayed
so fervently, with such passion and confidence. I had been sure that
the business would break through, taking me and my relieved family
with it. But instead, we would all see it fail.
As I prayed, I ventured to question God. “What happened?
Why didn’t you come through?” This is the scariest time that
I’ve ever heard God. It was firm and, frankly, terrifying. He said
(paraphrased) “You cannot twist my arm.”
At that moment I was immediately struck with the fact
that my prayers previously had been my attempt to bind God to
what I wanted. I wanted to be successful. I was doing everything
right. He needed to perform.
Since then I have come to realize that mine was a very
poorly conceived business plan. It
would have been a huge injustice
to all smart entrepreneurs out
there if I would have succeeded. I
had been foolish.
So now what? Should I go
back to the cubicle? Was Eldredge
wrong? No.
We are made for adventure. All
of us. I’m convinced of it. Passion,
surprise, and courage are the very
best things in life. But I learned
two lessons. First, it was extremely
naïve of me to think that I could
find a great adventure in a place
of my choosing. Who ever had
an adventure on a familiar road?
It is precisely the uncomfortable
environment that is ripe with
adventure. Sometimes you have to
get out of the cubicle, but sometimes the adventure IS the cubicle.
It even sounds like Hollywood’s next horror film: “Who will survive
The Cubicle?!!”
The second lesson I learned is that God does not rescue
us from consequences because they are gifts. From good and bad
choices, mostly from bad ones as a matter of fact, comes the most
valuable awareness of life. And for awareness to strike home, it has
to matter, it has to have weight.
Here’s the thing: My adventure was a great adventure. But
boy, I got my butt kicked big time! I lost that battle. The dragon ate
me up and spit me out. Ouch! But it was a great adventure. And, by
God’s grace–and the love and support of family–I’m on to another.
This time I’m not so naïve. This time there is more promise, and it’s
even a little bit like a cubicle sometimes. I’m a lot more thoughtful
about my choices. I’m not trying to twist God’s arm. I’m playing to
win in God’s eyes. If, by God’s grace, we are prosperous, I will have
a greater testimony than I would have had otherwise. Life has been
riskier, but richer. Who I am at work is who I am at home. I am
one adventurer living an adventure with God, being a part of His
kingdom, following His guidance–I know who I am.

There is something
drastically wrong when
your last thoughts
walking out to work in
the morning are “Help
me endure, just one
more day.”
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PRAYER PLAN

PRAYER PLAN
Dig deep this fall. Spend some time looking
inward. Discover things you’ve been hiding and
bring them into the light before God. Discuss
what comes to the surface with a trusted
friend. Make this the season of healing and
comfort.

Investigate what areas in your community
might need extra help. Look into spending
a weekend with your friends, volunteer time
to mentor those younger than you, or plant
some native trees to help beautify your
neighborhood. Remember those around you.
It is often those closest to us that we overlook,
and would really appreciate our help.

Take a weekend somewhere and spend time
with your family, your friends, and God. Take
a post-summer trip away from your busy
schedule. September thru November are offseason travel months so you’re bound to get
better deals on lodging and other rentals. It
might just mean a chance for a real vacation
from your previous vacation. It may even be in
a treehouse.
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And without faith it is
impossible to please God,
because anyone who comes to
him must believe that he exists
and that he rewards those who
earnestly seek him. – Hebrews
11:6 (NIV)
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